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ABSTRACT 

Title of Dissertation: Interface Broadening and Radiation 

Enhanced Diffusion During Sputter 

Depth Profiling 

George Paul Chambers, Doctor of Philosophy, 1988 

Dissertation directed by: Dr. Marvin Roush 

Chairman, Department of Chemical and 

Nuclear Engineering 

Dr. Joseph Fine 

Surface Science Division 

National Bureau of Standards 

The process of ion bombardment of solids has been 

investigated using Monte Carlo Computer Code simulation in 

conjunction with ultra-high vacuum experimental techniques. 

The computer code EVOLVE has been used to study the shape of 

the resultant collision cascade as well as the origins 

of sputtered particles while experimental studies of interface 

regions have been performed to elucidate the physical processes 

occuring during sputtering. 

The EVOLVE code models the target as an amorphous 

multicomponent semi-infinite solid. The target composition 

during ion bombardment is simulated. The study concludes that 

recoil activity grows in size and tends to move away from the 

target surface with increasing time. It is further concluded 

that the majority of sputtered atoms origiate from early 

generations and are produced from sites near the entry point of 

the bombarding ion. 



Low energy noble gas ion bombardment of thin-film 

Cr/Ni multilayered structures has been performed in conjunction 

with Auger electron spectroscopy under UHV conditions. An 

accurate, reliable, and systematic parameterization of the 

interface region between metallic layers is presented. It is 

concluded from this study that the extent of the distortion of 

the interface region due to ion induced broadening is dependent 

not only on the material system used but on the experimental 

conditions employed as well. 

Lastly, radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) has been 

studied using Ag/Ni thin-film multilayered structures. A 

physical mathematical model of the radiation broadened Ag 

layer, capable of successfully deconvoluting the contributions 

to interface broadening due to RED from those due to cascade 

mixing and microstructure development, is pre sented and shown 

to be an accurate characterization of the interface region. It 

is concluded from the application of this model that RED can 

contribute substantially to interface broadening in 

multicomponent systems with low activation energies of 

diffusion. It is further concluded from this study that 

elevated temperatures, sustained during the depth profiling 

process, can cause the effects of RED to subside dramatically. 

This phenomenon is most probably due to the dispersion of 

complex defects responsible for the RED process. 
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I . INTRODUCTION 

A. Overview of the Topics to be Discussed 

There is a great deal of current interest in the study 

of interfaces between dissimilar materials. For instance, in 

semiconductor devices it is essential to obtain extremely well 

defined interfaces between deposited thin films to avoid 

degradation in the device performance. Moreover, interface 

regions provide model systems for the study of both destructive 

and nondestructive surface analysis techniques. Auger sputter 

depth profiling, for example, is a destructive analytical tool 

that combines the process of systematic atom removal through 

energetic ion bombardment, sputtering, with a surface sensitive 

analytical technique, Auger electron spectroscopy. Auger 

electron spectra, characteristic of each element, can be 

recorded as as a solid surface is progressively and uniformly 

eroded to generate a profile of the material composition versus 

depth of a multicomponent sample. Unfortunately, the process of 

sputtering tends to distort the material system that one is 

attempting to analyze. 

When this technique is applied to multilayered thin film 

systems, interface broadening often results as a consequence of 

the sputter profiling process, making it difficult to assess 

the original structure of the interface. There are a number of 
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factors involved in this broadening which are associated with 

the details of the ion bombardment and which have not 

previously been evaluated . These factors arise due to effects 

caused by the incident ions and consist mainly of surface 

roughening, amorphyzation, recoil implantation, cascade mixing, 

and radiation enhanced diffusion . It is the intent of this 

study to elucidate these processes as well as to determine the 

extent and regimes of their effects on interface resolution. 

Sputter profile measurements carried out on a set of 

similarly fabricated Ni / Cr multilayered thin-film structures 

have shown that it is practical to systematically examine this 

interface broadening dependence on ion beam energy, ion current 

density, and angle of incidence. These measurements are all 

made as a function of sputtered depth. Results are presented 

of such a set of Auger sputter depth profile measurements and 

indicate that there can be dramatic changes in sputtered 

interface widths depending on the parameters characterizing the 

ion bombardment. 

During the course of this study, it became obvious that 

it was necessary to develop a systematic, reliable, and 

unambiguous method of characterizing the interface region. A 

modified form of the logistic function, presented in this 

Thesis is found to accurately model the composition versus 
' 

depth distribution of a so lid/solid interface as determined by 

Auger sputter depth profiling. The important parameters of 
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this model are T
0 

, the midpoint of the interface region and 

D, a scaling factor characteristic of the time for sputtering 

through the interface region. All conventional measures of the 

interface width are found to be proportional to D. Asymmetry 

in the depth profile is accommodated by allowing D to vary with 

time. A least squares fitting program was developed to fit 

measured Auger spectral intensities to the above equation to 

within measurement error (approximately 1%). The statistics 

associated with the least squares fit allow confidence limits 

to be placed on the measured widths of interface regions and on 

the asymmetry associated with each such region . 

Radiation enhanced diffusion (RED), known to be a cause 

of interface broadening during sputter depth profiling, has 

been investigated specifically in this Thesis as a separate and 

distinct study. A layered Ag/Ni system, consisting of S thin 

(4 nm) Ag layers and 6 (SO nm) Ni layers was studied using 

Auger sputter-depth profiling techniques in conjunction with 

optica l light scattering measurements of the surface 

roughening. The depth profile of each Ag layer is described by 

taking into account surface roughening and RED, both of which 

occur during the time of sputtering, by an asymmetric Guassian 

equation of the form : 

C = C 
0 
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This equation allows the separation of symmetrical interface 

broadening, due presumably to the development of surface 

r oughness, from the asymmetrical profile skewing due to RED . 

A detailed, microscopic investigation of the sputtering 

p ro c e ss using the Monte Carlo code EVOLVE is also presented. 

Ba si c ally , sputtering can be described as the ejection into the 

v acuum of target atoms from the near surface layers. Sputtered 

a toms leave the target in the vicinity of the point where an 

incident ion strikes the surface. Moreover, each incident 

beam ion and the recoil cascade it initiates dislodge target 

a toms in a volume of target situated about an extension into 

the solid of the path of the incident ion . The dependence of 

the above phenomena on the angle of incidence and the energy of 

the ion beam is examined using the Monte Carlo computer progra m 

EVOLVE . 

Results are further presented concerning the 

distribution of the origins of the particles which sputter in 

addition to information bearing on the manner in which the 

recoil cascade grows in size and shape for the bombardment of a 

Si target with Ar ions. Lastly, sputtering yield angular 

distributions are provided for Ar ions incident on a eutectic 

In/ Ga target. 

B. Importance of Studying Interface Resolution and Ion 

Bombardment Effects 
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Ion bombardment of solid surfaces has gained 

considerable importance in recent years both as an 

experimental technique as well as an analytical tool. Sputter 

depth profiling plays a central role in the investigation of 

surface problems such as corrosion and adhesion
1 where it is 

essential to have a precise knowledge of the outer layers of a 

material sample. Typically, analytical surface techniques such 

as Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) and Secondary Ion Mass 

(SIMS) are used in conjunction with ion bombardment to 

determine the concentration versus depth elemental distribution 

within a solid. Interest in sputtering processes associated 

with energetic ion bombardment also stems fro m the nuclear 

fusion community where there is concern over the substantial 

number of atoms sputtered from the first wall of a fusion 

chamber due to the impingement of energetic plasma particles 2 

This process results in the erosion of the surrounding wall as 

well as in contamination of the fusion plasma. 

Another area in which ion bombardment has recently 

gained importance is in the characterization of interface 

regions of thin films through sputter depth profiling. 

Interface regions are often of critical importance in thin 

films, microelectronics, and coatings applications amongst many 

others since they determine the physical properties and 

chemical stability of the device. Information on interface 

composition is frequently obtained by measuring surface 
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composition while the specimen material is gradually removed by 

ion bombardment. In this way, interfaces are revealed and 

c haracterized by the measurement of composition versus depth , 

ie . a sputter depth profile. 

No general physical model currently exists for 

describing the shape of sputter depth profiles . Though 

proprietary interface-anal ysis software is avalaible for use 

with specific surface analysis instruments, none of this 

software attempts to parameterize the interface region 

systematically and statistically . Rather, use is made of 

various smoothing procedures and straight line approximations 

which do not result in an analytic function to describe the 

profile shape . Other attempts to characterize interface 

profiles with general functions (such as poly nomials or error 

functions) have suffered from instabilities a nd an inability to 

handle poorly structured data. Moreover, they are 

characteristically cumbersome and expensive in the time 

required for their use. 

The interface-analysis program LOGIT, however, described 

in this Thesis, provides a complete and accurate 

characterization of the interface region. Use of this 

algorithm results in a simple, convenient, rapid, and reli abl e 

a nalysis . The choice of the logistic function along with a 

specifically written least-squares procedure provides 

statistically evaluated parameters describing the asymmetry, 
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width, and midpoints of interface profiles in a reproducible 

and unambiguous way . 

There is a great deal of current interest in radiation 

enhanced diffusion because it contributes to broadening of the 

interface region during depth profiling, consequently leading 

to degradation in the ability with which a buried interface 

region can be resolved. Few specific studies have been made of 

this effect and none of a Ag/Ni system which has been known to 

exhibit surface segregation when profiled . A study of the 

effect of experimental conditions as well as of the temperature 

dependence of RED, described in this Thesis, has been made to 

elucidate the mechanisms and activation energies for this 

process. 

The technique of measuring the influence and extent of 

RED on sputter depth profiles described here has several 

h . 3,4 Th 
advantages over previous tee niques . ese previous methods 

consist of initiating sputtering on an alloy sample, ceasing 

sputtering and subsequently quenching the sample to liquid 

nitrogen temperature, thus freezing in the defects, and finally 

profiling the sample to determine the concentration versus 

depth distribution within the alloy . In contrast, our method 

consists of a single step,i.e. samples are held at a single 

constant temperature throughout the sputter depth profiling 

process. In addition to being simpler, this method has the 

virtue of being consistent with the technique with which most 
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active researchers in the field generate their profiles. 

Lastly, because our method of measuring diffusion differs from 

the previously employed quench method, our experiment provides 

an independent check on the work of others. 

C. Review of Ion Bombardment Processes 

Ions striking a material surface transfer their energy 

to atoms in the target material in the process of slowing down. 

Target atoms receiving energy in excess of their lattice 

binding energy are displaced from their original crystal 

locations. These moving atoms may now collide with other 

stationary atoms causing further displacements and ultimately 

lead to a collision cascade. This produces an altered material 

layer extending to the depth of the ion beam, typically several 

nanometers for keV energy incident ions. Target atoms 

approaching the surface with sufficient energy to overcome the 

surface binding energy of the material escape from the solid. 

These atoms are referred to as sputtered particles. Sputtering 

removes material from the surface resulting in topographic as 

well as compositional changes in multicomponent targets. 

A variety of phenomena result from the sputtering 

process that tend to influence the depth resolution of the 

Auger sputter profiling technique. These are typically surface 

roughening, amorphyzation, preferential sputtering, recoil 
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implantation, cascade mixing, segregation, and radiation 

enhanced diffusion. 

Surface roughening refers to the deve lopme nt of 

microstuctures on the surfaces of solids during the ion 

5 
bombardment process. This phenomenon appears to b e due to t h e 

different rates with which materi a ls are sputtered a ccording to 

varying crystallographic orientations within polycrystalline 

t a rgets . Regions which sputter more slowly, for instance, t e nd 

to remain as island structures as faster sputtering areas 

around them recede , giving rise to surface microstructure. 

Amorphyzation is the breaking down of long range orde r 

in a solid material and results from the displaceme nt of atoms 

during ion bombardment . Short range order may still be 

maintained, but the long range order of the so lid cry stalline 

lattice has been destroyed or lost. Recoil i mplantation and 

cascade mixing refer to processes which cause the compositional 

cha nges during sputtering in multicomponent targets as recoil 

atoms are displaced by energetic primary ions. Prefe r e ntial 

sputtering refers to the process where different e l e ments 

sputter at different rates in multi c omponent ma t e ri a l, the r e b y 

altering the composition versus depth distribution. 

Lastly, segregation and radiation enhanced diffusion are 

processes characterized by the migration of defects produced in 

the solid crystalline structure during sputtering. Atoms 

displaced through energetic collisions leave their lattice 
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sites producing vacancies, unoccupied lattice sites, and 

interstitials, atoms between lattice sites. Vacancies and 

interstitials are referred to collectively as point defects 
' 

which may themselves combine to form complex defects. In any 

case, defects produced through collisions tend to diffuse over 

concentration gradients. Segregation occurs when defects of one 

element diffuse towards and build up on the surface of a 

multicomponent structure during sputtering. Radiation enhanced 

diffusion refers to the migration of these defects inside the 

sample producing an altered composition versus depth 

distribution. 
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II. DISTRIBUTION OF ORIGINS OF SPUTTERED 

PARTICLES AND THE SHAPE OF THE TARGET REGION 

AFFECTED BY THE CASCADE RECOILS 

A. Introduction 

Most of the atoms ejected from a target under ion 

bombardment originate from the first few atom layers 6 

Sputtered atoms are dislocated directly by the bombarding ions 

as wel l as by recoil atoms set into motion by co llisions. In 

order to be sputtered, a dislocated atom must be near the 

surface and must eith er be set in motion towards that s urface 

or become directed towards it by subsequent col lisions it 

experiences . There is usually a chain of collision events from 

the first primary knock-on produced by an incident ion before a 

sputtered atom is produced. Thus the sputtered atom may be far 

removed from the ion-target atom col lision which initiated the 

cascade. 

As the angle of incidence is increased from normal to 

grazing, the sputtering yie ld rises to a peak and then 

decreases to zero as tangential incidence is approached
7 . The 

dependence of the sputtering yield on the angle of incidence of 

the ion beam is noteworthy since the sputtered ato m is unlikely 

to have a "memory" of the direction of the incident ion. It is 
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po s sible that, though a sputtered atom does not contain much 

information about the incident ion's angle, the information is 

distributed in the cascade as a whole. If this is true, then 

such information may be in part contained in the spatial 

distribution of recoil production in the target, an hypothesis 

worthy of investigation . 

The process of ion bombardment of a solid target sets 

target a toms into motion in a cascade process. The cascade 

r egion e xte nds in de pth to about the range of the incident ion 

and is composed of the atoms dislodged through direct impact by 

the beam ion as well as by recoiling target atoms. The spatial 

distribution of moving target atoms carries information 

concerning the transport phenomena. Knowledge of this spatial 

distribution may be useful not only in the investigation of the 

sputtering process but also in the study of ion implantation 

and related ion bombardment phenomena as well. 

In addition to its dependence on the intitial angle of 

incidence and resultant collision cascade, the sputtering yield 

has also been found to be dependent on the energy of the 

incident ions. Such a dependence is to be expected as the 

number of recoils produced in the near-surface region is 

dependent upon the energy of the incident ion. 

Very little information is found in the literature about 

the shape of the recoil density distribution even though such 

data is useful in developing an understanding of the dependence 

of sputtering yields upon incident angle as well as studies of 
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radiation damage effects. Shimizu et al.
8 

traced the 

trajectories of recoil atom motion through the target for 

various incident angles and energies. In addition there is some 

w k h 1 d d · · b · 9 ' lO 
or on t e a ngu a r an energy istri ution of sputtered 

atoms; these results carry informat ion about interactions 

beneath the surface. 

EVOLVE11 , a computer program which simulates ion 

bombardme nt of materials, was used to study the shape of the 

collision cascade's r ecoi l density for a single ion (or very 

thin beam) incident on the solid. Struck atoms which do not 

receive sufficient energy to be displaced from their sites are 

not included. It is assumed that the s h ape of the recoil 

density distribution can provide insight into the origin of the 

dependence of sputtering yield on the ang le of incidence of the 

beam . As regions with highe r collision densities are created 

c loser to the surface the sputtering yields increase. To study 

these effects, computer simulations were carried out for Si 

targets bombarded by 5-keV and 15-keV Ar atoms. The incident 

angles used were o0 and 60° with respect to the surface normal. 

Simulations were made for all combinations of the two energies 

and two angles. The shape of the intensity distribution of 

recoil production in the target was obtained by outlining the 

disturbed region, from various perspectives, displaying 

contours of the recoil production density. Each contour 

represe n ts a locus of points of equal recoil density. 
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The shape of the recoil cascade is investigated in detail 

by partitioning the cascade recoils into groups. The · grouping 

is based upon the hierarchical ordering of sequences of 

collisions between the beam particles and the target atoms and 

thus the shapes of recoil cascades for successive groups 

resemble the time evolution of the whole cascade . 

h . G ' d 1 f . 12 f 
Te generation or" ' mo e o grouping o recoils used 

here is based upon the number of collisions occurring between 

the beginning of a cascade and the production of a given 

recoil. In this scheme, the group G1 
contains those recoils 

produced by the first collision of beam io ns . Group c
2 

recoils 

are generated by c
1 

recoils in their first col l is i on and by 

beam particles on their second collision. The group G then 
n 

consists of recoils genereated by any chain of n successive 

collisions starting from an uncollided beam particle. 

The sputtered atoms generally leave the surface at exit 

points which are not far removed from the point of impact of 

the incident ion. The distribution of exit locations of 

sputtered particles on the X-Y plane of the surface, where the 

surface normal denotes the Z-axis, has also been examined. 

Results are further presented which display the distribution of 

locations from which sputtered atoms are dislocated. Such 

information can be used to indicate the ultimate resolution of 
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ion microscopes which rely upon the detection of sputtered 

particles for surface analysis. 

This portion of the overall work was performed by the 

author under the direction of Dr. Marvin Roush and Dr. Farhad 

Davarya using the ion bombardment simul ation code EVOLVE, 

written by Dr. Roush, Dr. Omer Goktepe, and Dr. Tim Andreadis. 

The author performed specific modifications to the code 

necessary for this study and in addition developed companion 

software to selectively investigate the planar slicings and G 

groupings of recoil distributions within the simulated solid. 

B. Computer Simulation of Ion Bombardment 

Computer simulations of collisions in solids may be 

roughly divided into two groups: Molecular dynamics 

calculations, where a model crystal is treated taking 

projectile-target as well as target-target interactions into 

account simultaneously, and binary collision approximations, 

where only one collision between two atoms may be handled at a 

time. In mol ecular dynamics calculations, a model of a crystal 

lattice is established in the computer. The target atoms are 

allowed to interact through interatomic forces which are chosen 

to be as realistic as possible. Binary collision codes, by 

contrast, employ Monte Car lo, or random number generation, 
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techniques treating each projectile-target atom and target

target atom interaction as an individua l event . The interaction 

potentials are selected similarly to those in molecualr 

dynamics calculations. 

Molecular dynamics computer simulation techniques for the 

study of sputtering of crystalline targets have been developed 

b 
13-14 15 16 

Y Harrison et al. and by Robinson et al - A number 

of other researchers have developed Monte Carlo simulation 

codes which are applicable only to amorphous or polycrystalline 

S 1 17-20 . . l 18,21 h 1 . d 
amp es . Ishitani et a . ave app ie such a code to 

calculate ion trajectories within homogenous multielement 

targets. 

Computer progra ms of this nature do not calculate the 

rearrangement of target material directly. They can be used, 

however, to calculate displacement probability distributions, 

i.e. the probability that an atom at a depth Z from the target 

surface will be moved to a position Z' during ion bombardment, 

22 
as was demonstrated by Kang et al These authors used 

displacement probability distributions to approximate the 

atomic mixing with the assumption that these distributions are 

not changed by the material rearrangement. 

An underlying assumption in many of these computer 

programs which have been used to model sputtering and cascade

development is that the implanted beam atoms do not play a 

significant role. In these models, the composition of the 
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target remains unchanged throughout the calculation and should 

be compared only with the results of low-fluence experiments . 

On the contrary, however, they have often been compared to the 

results of experimental measurements made upon equilibrium 

targets. In this chapter, the computer simulation code EVOLVE 

is described which has specifically been developed to provide 

the capability of folowing time-dependent composition changes 

which take place in nonuniform multielement targets under ion 

bombardment. 

C. EVOLVE Code description 

Ell . d . 1 
The Monte Carlo Code, EVOLV , 1s use to s1mu ate 

atomic collision cascade effects in the ion bombardment of 

solids. In multicomponent solids, the cascade development is 

23,24 
affected by the mass difference as well as by the 

dissimilar binding energies
25 (surface and bulk) of the 

constituents . 

EVOLVE treats the transport and scattering of ions (and 

recoil atoms) in a solid as in a random walk problem. The 

trajectories of individual particles are followed in the form 

of straight-line segments joining points of interaction. The 

target is treated in slab geometry with the elemental 

composition of each slab evolving in order to represent the 
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changing composition of the system. Atoms in the target are 

treated as randomly located. 

Atom-atom interactions are treated in the binary 

approximation. If the struck atom receives kinetic energy in 

excess of a displacement energy Ed, the atom leaves its site 

With a kinetic energy T-Ed' where Tis the energy loss of the 

incident atom. Beam atoms and recoiling target atoms are 

tracked through the target until they leave the surface or lose 

sufficient energy to fall below 1.2 eV. A moving atom may 

escape from the target on reaching the surface by overcoming 

the surface binding energy, Es' which was represented by using 

26 
a planar model . 

The scattering angle for individual interactions is 

dependent upon a randomly selected impact parameter and is 

found by integration of the classical central-potential 

scattering integral . The Thomas-Fermi potential with the 

S f 1 . 16 d th . 
creening function o Mo iere , was use as e interaction 

potential. 

A calculation of electronic energy loss was carried out 

for each segment of path length using the present material 

composition for that layer. Since the ion velocities involved 

here are less than the ve l ocity of the electrons in the first 

27 

Bohr orb it, the formulation of Lindhard and Scharff was used 

to calculate electronic energy loss. 
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D. Shape of the Recoil Ca scade 

Figure 2.l(a-d) displays four selected recoil track 

patterns, each for a single 15-keV Ar ion incident upon 

silicon. The superposition of 20 such patterns is shown in 

Figure 2.le, where the dark interior gives an indication of the 

average shape of the recoil cascade. The individual track 

patterns show considerable variation from cascade to cascade. 

The following section will deal with the average spatial 

behavior and with the recoil production density distributions. 

To obtain the average response, the spatial distribution 

of the number of recoils produced was recorded for the 

trajectories associated with 5000 incident particles. This was 

accomplished by dividing the target into a three dimensional 

rectangular mesh of small volumes with an integer assigned to 

each volume. The integer assigned to a volume was incremented 

whenever a recoil was created in that volume. After the 

simulation was complete, the data were processed to exhibit 

features of the recoil production density distribution. The 

perspectives used to illustrate the shapes are those an 

observer would see facing the X-Y, X-Z, or Y-Z planes. In the 

case of the X-Y plane, all recoils within a given X-Y grid 

interval were summed (independent of Z) to obtain a projection 

onto the X-Y plane. The contours represent lines along points 

of equal recoil density . In all the cases presented here the 

ion beam's impact point is the origin, the beam is in the X-Z 
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Figure 2.1 Track patterns are shown (a-d) for single 15 keV Ar 
ions incident normally upon Si. The trajectories are shown for 
both incident ion and all recoil atoms. The lines emerging fr . . om 
the surface indicate reflecting ions or sputtered atoms. The 
combined tracks for 20 particles are shown in (e). 
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plane, and the beam has a positive velocity component in the X 

direction for oblique angles. 

Figure 2.2a shows the recoil density distribution 

produced by bombardment of a Si target by normally-incident 5-

keV Ar atoms. The innermost contour represents the higher 

recoil production density. If the maximum recoil density is 

normalized to 6, the curves will represent densities of 5,3, 

and 1. As expected, the distribution is reasonably symmetrical 

about the impact point. The innermost contour which represents 

the higher number density extends into the target along the 

direction of the incident ion. The succeeding contours appear 

to be increasingly spherical in shape. 

A study was made to determine the sensitivity to choice 

of displacement energy, Ed. By reducing Ed from 14 ev
28 to a 

very low value of 1 . 2 eV, a large increase was observed in the 

total number of recoils produced but no change was observed in 

the shape of the recoil production distribution. The outermost 

contour tended to be slightly larger but of the same s hape as 

shown in Figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2c shows the recoil density distribution for 

normal incidence under 15-keV bombardment. Unlike the 5-keV 

case, the latter two lower-density contours retain the 

cylindrical nature of the first contour. The higher energy ions 

are less likely to undergo large-angle scattering and tend to 
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8 

I I 
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Si TARGET 

figure 2 . 2 Recoil density contours are shown for Ar bombardment of Si. 

The i ncident energy is 5 keV for (a) and (b) and 15 keV for (c ) and 

(d).The angle of incidence is 0° for (a) and (c) and 60° for (b) and (d ). 
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retain the inward directed momentum within the cascade 

(incident ion and recoiling atoms). 

Oblique incidence brings the regions of high recoil 

density closer to the surface of the target as may be seen in 

Figures 2.2b and 2.2d. As more recoils are produced closer to 

the surface the sputtering yield will increase. 

Figure 2 . 3a shows the projection of the recoil density 

distribution onto the X-Y plane for normally incident 15-keV Ar 

ions. The distribution peaks sharply at the axis along which 

the beam is incident, dropping to 1/e of the peak intensity at 

3.9 nm from the axis. 

~ Distribution of Exit Locations for Sputtered Particles 

Figure 2.3b displays the intensity of sputtered particles 

as a function of position of the exit location. This 

distribution is even more narrowly peaked than that in Figure 

2.3a, reflecting the narrow nature of the recoil cascade at the 

point of entry on the surface . Here the intensity drops to 1/e 

of the peak value at 2 . 1 nm from the point of incidence of the 

ion beam. The projection of recoil production density shown in 

Figure 2.3a reflects the broader nature of the recoil cascade 

at points well below the surface. 

Figure 2.4 shows the distribution of the exit locations 

for sputtered Si target atoms due to 5-keV Ar bombardment at an 
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EXIT LOCATIONS OF 
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Figure 2.3 ( a) Proj ected recoi l density distribution for 15 
keV Ar normally incident on a silicon target . The Ar ions 
s trike t h e shown p l an e s u rface at the center. (b) Distributi 
o f t h e exit l ocation s o f the sputtered Si atoms . on 
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angle of 60° . The distribution of sput te red particles as a 

function of the x-coordinate of exit locations is displayed in 

Figure 2.4a . Figure 2.4b shows slices taken through the 

distribution at the points A and Bin Figure 2.4a . 

Atoms sputter preferentially from the portion of the 

target which lies ahead of the beam and past the impact point 

on the surface. This result is in agreement with previous 

calculations
11

. The distribution h as a crest along the X axis, 

i.e. ,along the direction of the beam. 

F . Time-Depende nt Shape of Recoil Cascade Region 

Figure 2.Sa is made up of the superposition of particle 

trajectories for 20 incident ions. These histories display 

complete tracks for the inc ident ions and all recoil atoms, the 

images of the tracks being projected upon the X-Z plane . This 

superposition gives some idea of the average shape of the 

cascade region although individual particle histories vary 

Widely as has already been shown . 

The remainder of t he track patterns, shown in Figure 

2.Sb-g, show selected portions of the particle histories. Each 

of these patterns contains only members of a selected 

generation (G group). For example, the G3 display shows the 

n 

first track segment for those recoils produced by the third 

collision in a sequence of collisions. This breakdown into 
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fuure 2.5 Twenty complete particle trajectory histories are projected 

onto the X-Z p l ane for (a ). Rec o ~l par t ~cles are ~lassified according to 

the number of collisions preceeding their production (see text) and the 

first segment of selected reco il generations (Gn) are displayed in (b-g) . 
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groups of track segments representing a sequence of generations 

can be used to display the general manner in which the cascade 

grows in time, although there is no direct connection between 

generation and time. 

Figure 2.Sb shows that all c1 
particles arise from the 

first collision of an incident ion, thereby originating along 

the line of the incoming ion. The majority of this recoil 

production occurs very close to the surface with the c
1 

recoil 

production density decreasing exponentially with depth. 

Progressing through the sequence of generations, one finds that 

the cascade is growing in size, extending more deeply into the 

solid, and actually appearing to have moved away from the 

surface by the 10th generation. 

The apparent movement of the recoil cascade away from the 

point of impact suggests the possible presence of a hollow 

shell of cascade activity with all of its constituents moving 

away from the point of incidence. We have attempted to evaluate 

this possibility by examing the cross-section of the recoil 

cascade at a depth of 7.5 nm (shown by the dashed line in 

Figures 2 . Se-g). The track segments for c7 , G lO, and 

G20 having starting depths within 7 . 2-7.8 nm are shown in 

Figure 2.6. Here we see that the size of the cascade cross 

section tends to grow progressively with increasing n value, 
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but shows no evidence of a shell-like s tructure with recoil 

density decreasing toward zero at the center. 

We note that all of these observations are based upon the 

linear cascade approach which assumes each particle is moving 

through a reasonably undisturbed solid. If the number of recoil 

events in a region approaches the local atomic density, 

nonlinear effects can be expected as has been discussed by many 

authors 25,29-31 We have examined the average r e coil-

production density with a resolution of 0.1 nm, finding very 

high recoil density in a region .1 nm by .1 nm around the 

impact point of the incident ions and extending approximately 2 

nm deep for 15-keV Ar bombardment of Si . We found . 35 recoils 

per target atom when using a displacement energy Ed- 14 eV and 

.6 recoils per target atom when using Ed=l.2 eV. The recoil 

density drops rather quickly as one moves away from this 

central region of the cascade. 

The high r ecoi l density in the central portion of the 

cascade is indicative of approaching the condition of a 

"d' . 32 isplacement spike" region 
A number of effects could result 

due to this phenomenon. Such conditions occuring near a surface 

33 
could reduce the surface binding energy , thereby increasing 

the sputtering yield beyond the prediction of the linear 

cascade theory . Note that the high collision de nsity spike is 

situated in the region of the surface with the highest 
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sputtering yield. In addition this phenomenon could also allow 

sputtering of atoms which originate from significantly deeper 

layers than the first one or two monolayers as predicted34 

through the linear theory. 

G. Distribution of Origins of Sputtere d Particles 

A simulation of 15-keV Ar ions normal l y incident on Si 

Was carried out for 5,000 incident particle histories. All 

sputtered particl e s were sorted according to the X-Y 

coordinates of their point of origin, Figure 2.7 shows a 3-

dimensional perspective display of the lateral distribution of 

the origins of sputtered particles. A large portion of the 

sputtered particles come from locations very close to the line 

of the incident b eam. The narrow distribution about the beam 

line is seen to drop to 1/e of the maximum value in about .3 

nm, although the mesh size of this calculation was not adequate 

to provide a good measure of resolution. This width of the 

distribution arises fro m diffusion of the cascade particles 

since the beam itself is assigned no width for the current 

calculation. The observed resolution of an ion microprobe is at 

least a combination of the width observed here with the 

contribution which arises from the beam size. The narrow 

distributions of sputtered-particles origins could prove useful 

in the future as the abi lity to provide small beam spots 

improves 35 . Scanning electron beams are often limited to 
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Figure 2 . 7 This perspective display shows the distribution of 

the origins of sputtered particles relative to the location of 

the beam direction which is coincident with the Z-axis. 
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resolutions of a few micrometers because the electron beam 

scatters into a "bloom" or cloud after entering the solid35 

.!:!._. Summary a nd Conclus i ons 

EVOLVE s imul a tions have be e n utilized to demonstrate the 

track patte rns formed by trajectories of single bombarding ions 

along with associated recoil particles. These patterns are 

shown to vary greatly from particle to particle. EVOLVE has 

further been used to produce images of the recoil atom cascades 

induced by ion bombardment of a target. The bombardment of Si 

by 5- and 15-keV Ar ions was investigated and a number of the 

cascade characteristics obtained from the results are 

summarized below. 

The average behavior of recoil cascades was exhibited by 

summing the recoil production distributions for 5000 incident 

Particle histories. The contours of constant recoil production 

density are found to be ellipsoidal in nature, with the density 

concentrated very strongly along the line of the incident ion. 

As the a ngle of incidence moves away from the surface 

normal, a portion of the ellipsoidal recoil cascade is brought 

closer to the surface where recoils can escape, with 

corresponding increases in the sputtering yield. As the ion 

energy is decreased fro m 15-keV to 5-keV, the average 
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scattering angle increases and a more spherical shape for the 

cascade is demonstrated. 

It may be seen that the recoil cascades are narrow at 

th e surface and broaden as the depth into the target increases, 

as expected. Along the projection into the target of the 

incident beam there exists a region of high recoil density. The 

ion bombardment sets a large portion of the target atoms into 

motion. In this region the linear cascade theory may not be 

entirely applicable. The significance of this effect needs to 

be explored more rigorously before any conclusions are reached. 

By applying the generation method of segregating groups 

of recoils a number of features of the cascade were brought 

out . It was observed that the recoil activity grows in size and 

moves away from the target surface. Another observation was 

that most sputtered atoms arise from early generations and are 

Produced from sites close to the bombarding ion's entry point. 

Th · 
is area is also where the high recoil density mentioned above 

is situated and thus raises the possibility of a drop in the 

local surface binding energy, a parameter of well known 

importance to the sputtering yield. 
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III. DEPENDENCE OF THE SPUTTERED ATOM ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 

ON THE DEPTH n f ORIGIN 

A., Introduction 

The theoretical description of sputtering by Sigmund 37 

i nd icates that sputtered atoms origina te from the uppermost 5-

lO angstroms of sputtered samples. The de tailed features of the 

sputtering process are affected by bo t h the composition and the 

compositional gradient in the surface layer. It was predicted 

by Sigmund et al. 
38 that sputtered atoms of one element 

0 .. 
rig1nating beneath a surface-enriched layer of another element 

Will exhibit a narrow angular distribution peaked at the 

surface normal. This feature of the angular distribution arises 

due to the reduction by the surface layer of the fraction of 

atoms originating deeper in the sample which exit at oblique 

angles. 

Measurements of sputtered atom comp osition as a function 

of ejection angle have been used to indicate the presence of a 

segregated layer of indium on a liquid-phase Ga-In eutectic 39 

and of copper on a CuPt alloy 
40 

during Ar+ ion bombardment. 

The experiments of Dumke et al.
39 

were directed towards 

an investigation of the angular distributions of sputtering 
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Yields of alloys as a funtion of depth. Their work was based on 

the assumption that sputtered atoms come predominantly from the 

top monolayer of a solid surface. The s e authors used Rutherford 

backscattering analysis of graphite collector foils to 

investigate the angular distributions of sputtered atoms from 

both the solid and liquid phases of gallium, indium, and 

gallium eutectic alloy . The targets were sputtered using 15 keV 

It was found that the angular distribution of sputtered 

gallium was more sharply peaked about the surface normal than 

Was the indium distribution. In addition, it was observed that 

the angular distributions from liquid targets were well fit by 

2 
a cos 0 function. It was concluded from this study that the 

majority of sputtered atoms originate from the first monolayer 

of the target. 

In addition to this work, angular distributions of 

sputtered particles have been measured for a variety of 

39-42 

combinations of target and bombardment species ; the 

resulting distributions can be characterized by cosn0 with 

Values of n commonly between 1 and 2 but extending to as large 

as 5 42 

The process of sputtering can be characterized by a model 

Which includes an attractive surface force parameterized in 

terms of a surface binding energy, Es and a local pote ntial 

Well which must be overcome in order to set an atom in motion 
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within the bulk solid, a feature parameterized by the use of a 

displacement energy, Ed. 

42-45 
Computer simulation codes are frequently used to 

study the effec t s wh ich arise from particular assumptions or 

from particular facets of the model of the process. These 

C 1 1 46-48 . 
a cu ations h ave shown the sputtering yield to be quite 

sensitive to assumed values for Es and Ed. 

The current work was undertaken, under the direction of 

Dr. Marvin L . Roush and Dr. Tim Andreadis , to examine the 

sensitivity of predicted angular distributions of sputtered 

atoms to their depth of origin as well as to a set of 

assumptions made concerning Es and Ed . The study was 

performed using the Monte Carlo computer code EVOLVE, described 

in Chapter II. In addition to making specific modifications to 

th e EVOLVE code necesary for this study, the author developed 

companion software to eva luate the dependence of angular 

sputtering yield distributions on depth of atomic origin and on 

choice of atomic surface and bulk energetic interaction model. 

lL._s_urface Binding And Displacement Energies 

The displacement energy is often separated into two 

Parameters E the threshold energy to produce a recoil, and 

v' 
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Eb, the energy lost in removing the atom from its position. 

Many calculations are done with E = 0. EVOLVE calculations b 

combine these two parameters into Ed, the displacement ene rgy. 

The parameters E and E are a simplified representation 
d s 

of the summation of the potentials in a material. They take 

into account a n averaging of effects from very complex force 

fields. Since they arise from the same source, the interatomi c 

potentials, the two parameters have proved difficult to 

deconvolute. 

It is plausible to assume that a depth depe ndence exists 

for the displacement e nergy. Since there are fewer neighboring 

atoms at the surface, ato ms located at greater depths in the 

target are more tigh tly bound in their locations than atoms at 

the s urface. For this reason, a depth dependent displacement 

e nergy mode l is used in this study. 

Th
. db t paper by Kelly

49 
, is model is supporte ya recen 

who has reformulated the quantitat ive spu ttering yield model of 

Sigmund to include a proper definition of the surface binding 

e nergy E in terms of nearest n e ighbor atomic binding energ i es . 
s 

Although E is usually identified with the cohesive energy (the 
s 

heat of atomization), Ke lly has argued that the cohesive energy 

Yie l ds values for E that are too low because it relates to 
s 

half-space atoms (atoms at the surface with few adjacent 

neighbors) as opposed to in-surface atoms which are more nearly 
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typical of a sputtered surface. In Kelly's model, the binding 

e nergy of an atom depends, in part, on its depth below the 

surface. 

In addition to the depth dependence, the displacement 

energy has been found to be related to the surface binding 

energy in a formul ation recently discussed b y Biersack and 

Eckste1.·n 5o TRIM SP h . Using the computer program . , t ese authors 

showed that the sputtering yield did not change when Eb and Es 

were varied, as long as their sum was held constant; this sum 

being normally set equal to the heat of sublimation, Hs 

The model used in this study is shown in Figure 3.1. The 

1.splacement energy has a value Edt over an interval bounded by d' 

the surface and a depth zt, equal to the near es t neighbor 

distance . From this point the disp l acement energy is increased 

linearly to the bulk displacement energy Ed at the depth Z s. 

Equation 3.1 indicates how the quantities Es and Edtare 

specified. 

( 3. 1) 

Values of bulk displacement energy and heat of sublimation were 

51 
taken from the compilation of Andersen 
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DISPLACEMENT ENERGY MODEL 

E 
d 

E 
dt 

&ure 3.1 The depth dependent displacement ene rgy mode l use d 

in t he EVOLVE calculations. 
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L Sputtering Yield Calculations on Ni and Ge 

One necessary criterion for an acceptable displacement 

e nergy mod e l is that it produce values in reasonable agreement 

w· 1th 
exper imen tal sputtering yields. Sputtering yield 

Ca lculations were made for Ni and Ge targets using the 

ct · 
lsplacement energy model described above. Incident ion 

ene · 
rgies were in the 1 - 10 keV range. In addition, 

ca l culations were made at different values of Z fo r the Ni 
s 

target i n order to examine the sensitivity of sputtering yields 

to the model parameters. 

Nickel and Germanium targets were selected because of 

their d "f 1 ferent properties under bombardment. Nickel maintains 

its f 
ace centered cubic crystal structure during ion 

bomba d 
r ment whereas LEED studies indicate that the diamond 

latti 
"dl 52 b . 

ce structure of Ge deter i orates rap1 y , ecom1ng 

amorp h 0 us during ion bombardment. 

Figure 3 . 2 shows a comparison of calculations of 

Sputtering yields with experimental results 53 for Ar 

bombardment of Ge. The distance zt was taken to be 0.244 nm 

While z 
1 Th f b " ct· 

s was chosen three times as arge. e sur ace 1n 1ng 

ene r g 
f b l k 

Y used was 1. 9 eV while the displacement energy o u 

ato 
ms was 7.6 eV. 
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Figure 3 2 EVOLVE calculations of the sputtering yield for Ge 

bomba d . red at normal incidence by Ar ions. Experimental data is 

from reference 19 . 
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Figure 3.3 displays a similar comparison of calculations 

of sputtering yield with experimental r e sults 53 for Ne 

bomba
rd

ment of Ni. The distance Zt was taken as 0.249 nm while 

z 
Was chosen · 1 d h t · 1 

s as twice as arge an as tree imes as arge 

for the two 
calculations. The surface binding energy used was 

2.23 eV and h 
t e displacement energy for bulk atoms was 20 eV. 

This depth variation for the displacement energy can be 

seen to produce 
. 

sputtering yields which are in reasonable 

asgreement with · h z is chosen 2.5 

experiment wen s 3.0 times 

the Value of Z 
t' the nearest neighbor distance. 

~ar Distribution of the Sputtering Yi e ld 

Simulation calculations were utilized to examine the 

Var i at· 
ion in angular distribution of sputtered particles with 

dep
th 

of origin. Conditions were chosen to r e present those of 

the 
39 

experiments of Dumke al. where variations in angular 

ct · 1st
ribut· 

1 f 

ion were interpreted as arising from a mono ayer o In 

Which 
Was found to form on the surface of a Ga-In alloy. 

Three different samples were simulated for these 

Calc ulat · 

h 

ions. Gallium, indium, and gallium covered wit a 

11lono1a 
Yer of indium were bombarded by 15-keV Ar ions. Five 

thous . 
a nd inciden t partic l e histories were calculated for each 
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target sample. Details concerning each sputtered particle were 

recorded and angular distributions compiled for sputtered 

particles originating within a selected depth interval. Depth 

intervals of 0.30 nm and 0.24 nm were selected for In and Ga 

respect. 1 ive y, representing the distance to the nearest neighbor 

atoms. Surface binding energies of 1.25 and 1 . 3 eV were used 

for In and Ga respectively. Displacement energies were taken to 

be 15 eV for In and 12 eV for Ga obtained from the compilation 

of Anderson 51 

sputtered atom angular distributions 
Figure 3.4 shows the 

of the In/Ga sample. Each individual 
three top layers of the 

angula . n r distribution was fit to a function of the form Acos 8. 

gu ar distributions grow more strongly peaked at the The an 1 

surf The 
ace normal as the depth of origin is increased. fits 

range from n = 0.88 for the top layer to a value of 

approximately fifth layer and all deeper layers. 
2 . 4 for the 

g the uncertainties increase with depth because of the Althou h 

deer easing yield of sputtered atoms, there appears to be a 

ion for which associated angular distributions are similar. reg· 

The angular distributions and their variation with depth 

of origin were found to be very much the same for the 

s. 
imulat· ions of sputtering of pure In and Ga. 

While the simulation calculations have shown the 

qualitat· 1 1 d ive depth dependence anticipated, the ca cu ate 

angular ct· k d istributions are not as sharply pea e as was 
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_igure 3.4 EVOLVE calculations of the angular distribution of F· 
atoms sputtered from a Ga target with a surface layer of In . 

Solid n w· curves are line fits of the form Acos 8 . Bombardment was 

1th 15-keV Ar at normal incidence. 
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observed by Dumke et al. 39 . for pure samples the simulation 

results gave n equal to about 1 rather than the experimental 

observat ion of about 2. Similarly, the EVOLVE results for Ga 

sputtered from under a monolayer of In gave an n of 1.2 as 

compared · with experimental observation of 3.6. 

The reason for these discrepancies is, we believe, two-

• one hand, the experiments of Dumke et al. were fold. On tl,e 

performed at an incident ion bombardment angle of 45° while the 

EVOLVE calcualt1·ons 
1 described here were run at norma 

incidence. It is well known54 that the total sputtering yield 

is h · ighly sensitive to bombarding ion angle of incidence, so it 

lkely that the angular yield may also be affected. Indeed, is 1 · 

grazing angles of incidence would be more likely to cause atoms 

to Sp utter into the normal exit direction tha n a normally 

ion beam which would not be expected to produce many incident . 

Sputt erect atoms exiting in its direction of impact. The other 

explanation for the discrepancy in the cosine dependence may 

stem f rom physical effects not mode l led by the EVOLVE code. 

Kel1y55 has argued that preferential normal emmision of one 

specie s over anoth er in a binary alloy is due to bombardment 

induce d Gibbsian segregation as opposed to mass-related 

Jectory differences. In this view , bombarded In-Ga alloy tra· 

1ve a narrower angular distribution for Ga, as was shou ld g· 

observed by Dumke et al., since Ga is the non-segregating 

species . · ff f Since EVOLVE does not mode l the Gibbs1an e ects o 
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ion-induced 
segregation, EVOLVE calculations may be used to 

e
s t

imate the extent of influence of this effect on the angular 

distribution f 
o sputering yields in the eutectic alloy system 

stud · 
led, assuming the correctness of the model of Kelly. 

Lastly, it is well known that sputtered particles 

on . 
g inate predominant ly from the first few atom layers of the 

ta r get Th . 
· e d i splacement energy model employed in this study 

Proctuc d . 
e this basic feature. The fractional contribution to the 

total . 
Ylelds for the first four layers calculated by EVOLVE was 

-44, .13' .1 2 , and .06 for the In/Ga target. This gives a drop 

of l/e in the first three atom layers. 

A depth dependent displacement energy model was 

introduced 1· n 
f h · d 1 · t · 

this study. From use o tis mo e , i is 

concluded that variation in the d e pendence of the displacement 

ener 
gy affects the sputtering yield; the modeling used 

Providing 
agreement with experimental observations. 

The depth dependent displacement energy model also gave a 

reason bl 
h 

a e variation of sputtering yields with dept . In 

actdit· 1On, this modeling demonstrated increasingly peaked 

angular ct· . . 
. . d 

1str1butions as the depth of origin was increase . 
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IV . LOGISTIC INTERFACE PARAMETERIZATION 

~ 

The process of sputtering, investigated in detail in 

Chapter II 
s and III, has found significant use as an analytical 

tool h 
wen used in conjunction with analytical surface 

tech . 
niques such as Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and 

Secondary I 
on Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS). Though sputtering is a 

destruct· 
ive process, useful information can be obtained by 

exami · 
ning Auger electron spectra as the surface is successively 

removed by 
ion bombardment. Typically, detectable Auger 

electr 
ons escaping the surface of a solid are emitted from 

atoms 
at depths seldom greater than three atomic layers. For 

this re 
ason, a measurement of the intensity of characteristic 

eleme t 
n al Auger electron spectra, taken periodically as the 

surf 
ace recedes due to sputtering, provides a profile of the 

Compos· 
ltion versus sputtered depth of a multicomponent solid, 

i.e. an A 
uger sputter depth profile. This type of analysis may 

be Usect 
to measure the composition profile of a relatively 

u . 
n1form1y 

mixed elemental target, such as an alloy, or of a 

target 
where the elements have been separated into distinct 

layers 
during the fabrication process. In the latter case, the 

transit · 
lon region between two distinct elemental layers is 

referred to 
as an interface. 
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The interface between two dissimilar materials as studied 

by sputter depth profiling exhibits a composition distribution 

region tat epe n s upon t e sputtering th rough the 1·nterface h d d h 

co nditions as well as upon the nature of the undisturbed 

interface Processes such as surface roughening, cascade 

mixing, and diffusion limit the resolution with which 

interfaces can be c h aracte rized through sputter depth profiling 

a nd contribute to a n apparent interface distribution that can 

mask the nature of t he true interface. The depth resolution of 

sputter profiling has been the subject of extensive theoretical 

a nd ex • . 56-60 per1mental studies , but as yet little attention has 

been p "d f b a1 to the systematic parameterization o o served 

chang es across the interface region for the purposes of 

comparison of different measurement techniques or different 

materials. In this chapter we present a systematic 

Parameterization which has proved to be superior to previously 

available characterizations. 

Prev ious work h a s focused on the development of 

e 1cal models for the characterization of depth profiles. theor t· 

ew1s developed an expression for the true depth Ho and L . 61 

Profile in terms of a convolution integral involving the actua l 

meas f ured profile. This approach treated the depth pro ile as a 

les of thin slab segments, each suffering ion induced ser · 

en1ng independently. The contributions from each of the broad . 

slabs were f"l S nd summed to form the actual pro 1 e. anz a 
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Hof 62 mann extended this model to derive an expression for the 

ion versus depth depth profiles of thin oxide films in composit" 

terms of exponential functions of the sputtering time. A 

simil 63 ar approach was adopted be Seah and Leah , who attempted 

cri e the shape of depth profiles employing a convolution to des "b 

u i izing an exponential function of the sputtered integral t · 1 · . 

po s ition in the integrand. To model the broadening of surface . . 

interf 64 ace regions with depth, Seah et. al. developed an 

expression · · f f · f h d d consisting o error unctions o t e sputtere epth 

summed for each successive interface to define an entire 

multilayered 1· d · · d th f"l norma ize Auger intensity ep pro i e. 

A more rigorous attempt to reliably charaterize interface 

regio 65 ns was presented by Marton et al . These authors 

e the concepts of Ho to develop an interface Utiliz d 

Parameterization in terms of error functions. Describing the 

diffu . sional broadening during depth profiling with exponentia l 

functions , the true profile shape was generated by integrating 

over a series of infinitely thin slabs to produce an error 

model real profiles, owever, i was necessary to function. To h ·t 

employ sums of complementary error functions, thus introducing 

an additional level of complexity to the ana lysis. In terms of 

th· is model, Giber et al.6 6 described the depth resolution, 6z, 

in terms of the inverse error function of linear superpositions 

of error function profiles. 
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These approaches all tend suffer from instabilities and 

an inability to handle poorly structured data. Moreover, 

e unctions employed are tabulated and not analytic, because th f . 

these techniques tend to be cumbersome and time consuming in 

their use. By contrast, proprietary interface ana l ysis 

, availab l e through analytical surface instrument software . 

curers, employs various smoothing procedur~s and manufa t 

~ approximations which, though easily and straight l;ne 

inexpensively utilized, do not result in a thorough and 

e unctional description of the profile shape. complet f . 

The interface-analysis program LOGIT, described in this 

chapt er, provides a complete and accurate characterization of 

the · interface region. Use of this algorithm results in a 

simple, convenient, rapid, and reliable analysis. The choice of 

the 1 . ogistic function, described below, along with a 

specifically written least-squares procedure provides 

Stat· iS t ically evaluated parameters describing the asymmetry, 

Width ' and midpoints of interface profiles in a reproducible 

anct una b. m iguous way . 

Further, LOGIT employs a physically plausible model of 

the · interface region and is superior to other functions (e . g. 

mials and error functions) in that it contains the Polyno . 

m· inimum · h number of parameters for describing interace s apes. An 

addit • ional important feature of LOGIT is its abil ity to make 

its o . wn initial estimates of the parameters, al lowing it to run 

~-1th0ut · 1 f 1 d operator intervention . As the functiona orm emp oye 
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by LOGIT is ideally s uit e d to the description of real 

interfaces th , e program has proved robust in the handling of a 

wide variety of re a l data of sigmoidal characte r and is capable 

of dealing with extremely sharp profiles, noisy data, and 

out iers with a speed improvement factor of from 10 pronounced 1 

to lOO over less au tomated -methods . 

Was 

The program LOGIT, which is describ e d in this chapter, 

originally written by Or. William Kirchhoff of the National 

u 
O 

Standards for the analysis of phase transitions of Burea f 

t ermodynamic data . Under the direction of Dr. chemical h 

Kirchhoff , the author developed and adapted this program to the 

erization of Auger depth profile data . In addition, the Paramet · . 

integrated this software into an automated computer data auth or . 

sis system for the eva l uation of Auger spectral data. anal y · 

Lastl Y, the a uthor performed the study to de termine the 

succes s, accuracy, a nd applicability of this analysis software 

to the evaluation of Auger depth profiles . 

.lL____tta thematical Development 

The a ppearance or disappearance profiles of elemental 

surface 1 concentrations at an interface between two ayers as 

observed by sputter profiling have a sigmoidal shape that can 

be ch aracterized by a c umulative logistic distribution. In its 

simp l . . . . eS t form, the logistic distribution is given by 
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-ex 
y = 1/(l+e ) (4.1) 

If . 
c ls positive, equation 4 . 1 represents a growth curve from 

y~o to Y=l · h h . f 

as x increases throug t e origin. I c is 

negativ . 
e, equation 4.1 represents a decay curve. The 

differential form of equation 4.1. 

dy/dx y' 
-ex ex 

c/(1 + e )(1 + e ) cy(l - y)' (4.2) 

has 
a shape very similar to a Gaussian but with longer tails. 

The · 
similarity in shape between the Gaussian and logistic 

dist ·b 
ri Utions has been responsib l e for the popularity of the 

latter . 
in statistical applications where its analytical 

s . . 
lmpllcity was a distinct advantage before the availability of 

computers. 
The l ogistic function is also encountered in the 

representation of a variety of physical and chemical phenomena, 

most 
notably in autocata l ysis. 

In the analysis of sputter depth profiles, we have used 

an extended form of the l ogistic function, namely 

-x 

+ [B + b(T - T )J/(1 + e ) 
0 

(4.3) 
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x - (T - T )/D 
0 . 

(4.4) 

In 
th

ese equations, y is a measure of the elemental surface 

concentration as determined from the Auger electron intensity 

of f 
sur ace atoms . The variable Tis a measure of depth and is 

Usua11 k 
Y t a e n to be the time, assuming a constant sputtering 

rate, at wh1·ch the 
. 

Auger electron intensity was measured. The 

Variable T 
0 is the apparent midpoint of the interface profile. 

Thee 
Xpression [A+ a(T - T )] is defined as the preinterface 

0 

asymptotic limit and the expression [B + b(T - T
0
)] as the 

Postinterface asymptotic limit of the appeara nce or 

disa 
Ppearance profile. The parameter Dis a scaling parameter 

that d f · 
e lnes the breadth of the interface region. In 

Part · 
lCular, the time required for the decay or growth curve to 

Progr 
ess from a fraction f of completion to (1 - f) of 

compl t· 
e 10n is proportional to D and given by the simple formula 

2Dlog[(l - f)/fJ, 
(4.5) 

so that, for example, the traditional 10% to 90% interface 

~idtl1 · 
ls 4.39D. Another measure of the width of the interface 

region · 

f 1· 

ls the time i nterval between the i n tercept o a 1ne 
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drawn tangent t h o t e profile at T - T with its pre- and 
0 

postinterface asymptotes. This width is given by 

T 
(4 . 6) 

where d = D(b - a)/(B - A). 

the s lopes of the asymptotic limits, a and b of equation 

4 · 3 , have b een included in the model in order to account for 

e instrumentat ion or matrix effects on the measured P0 ssibl • 

intensity. Ideally these slopes should be zero. Deviations 

from zero may be us e d to test for uncontrolled or unexplained 

instru mental effects or significant departures from an ideal 

interface. One of the two asymptotes is expected to be zero 

corresponding to the disappearance of that one of the two 

material s from the s urface . However, both asymptotes are 

e to vary during this l eas t squares fit to the model in a llow d 

order to test for statistically significant deviations from 

expecte d b ehavior. 

In practice, the shapes of the interface profiles are 

found to be asymmetrical. That is, the curvature is greater a t 

one end or the other of the interface region. In order to 

obtai n a measure of the difference in curvature of the pre- and 

Post· interface regions and to test for its stat istica l 

Sign·f i icance, equations 4.3 and 4.4 have been modified to allow 
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th
e scaling parameter D 1 · · 11 h 

to vary og1st1ca y trough the 

interface region 

D 
(4. 7) 

Where Q · 
ls d e fined as the asymmetry parameter. If Q = 0, the 

inte f 
race profile is symmetric and D =D. If Q < 0, then D 

0 

Var· 
les from Oto 2D as T varies from<< T to>> T giving a 

0 
0 0 

sharp . 
Preinterface curvature and a broad postinterface 

If Q > 0, then the postinterface curvature is 
curvature. 

sharper. 
Since different processes can be distinguished by 

deter . 
mining 

ct · 
lstributed 

whether the outer material at the interface is 

to a greater depth into the underlying material 

than . 
vice versa, the sign and magnitude of Q and its 

statist· 
lcal significance may be useful for distinguishing among 

the d·f 1 
ferent physical factors contributing to the observed 

int f 
er ace profile. Other means of incorporating asymmetry in 

an an 1 
a Ytical expression for the interface profile are 

Possible, but h t b . t t. f t 

equation 4.7 as proven o e qui e sa is ac ory 

in r 
ecent application so long as Q is small compared to l/D

0
, 

that · 
is, so long as the dimensionless quantity QD

0 
is small 

cornparect to 
unity. 

The introduction of the asymmetry parameter into the 

extend 
ect logistic function makes the calculation of the 10% 
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and 90% points f 
o the interfa ce more complicated than equation 

4 . s. 
In p a rticul a r, for fr a ctions f and 1 - f of completion of 

the int f 
er ac e transition, 

(4.8a) 

a nd 

T 
1-f 

(4 .86) 

The q . 
uantiti e s Tf a nd Tl-f can be evaluated most readily by 

Newt 0 , 
n s me thod f 

· · 
o succ e ssive approximations. 

C 
Da ta Ana l s i s Pro r a ms 

Two comp a nion computer programs have been writt e n in 

FORTR.A_ 
N for the a naly sis of EN(E) Auger s putter depth profile 

data . 
The first of these, GAUFIT, is used to determine the 

intensit• 
Le s of Auger spectral lines by pe rforming a least 

squares f;t of 
1 · h 

~ the spectral data to a Gaussian ine s ape. The 

Second 
' LOGIT, performs a least squares fit of the elemental 

surface 
concentration (as represented by the Auger 

intensft· 
ies) versus depth (time, assuming a constant sputtering 

rate) 
to equation 4.3 as modified by equations 4 . 4 and 4.7. 
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In order to analyze Auger spectral inte nsities, it is 

first necessary to perform a background subtraction on the 

1.sp ays an Auger spectrum taken spectra . Figure 4.1 (a) ct· 1 EN(E) 

from the f irst layer of a Cr/Ni multilayered thin film 

structure. Th e peak appearing in the bottom left portion of 

the sp ectrum represents the U1M Auger chromium peak. The solid 

liner epresents an extrapolated background under the peak 

squares 1.t o an exponent1.a produced by a 11.·near l east f' t · 1 

function of the form y - ae-fix, where a and fi are fitting 

parameters. 

Were tested 
' 

Though many trial functions using more parameters 

this simple function was found to provide the most 

I.able and consistent description of the spectral background re1· 

n 1.n the case of both a large peak pre s ent as well as in regio . 

the case of no detectable peak present as d e monstrated in the 

Upper right portion of the figure. The exponential function is 

applied i·n the k . d h region where the Ni pea 1.s expecte , owever, 

as there is no Ni present in this layer of the thin-film 

strut cure, there is no observable peak in this region. Notice 

that the solid line exponent ial fits this spectral intensity 

data nicely. 

The fit is obtained by first taking the logarithm of the 

intensity data in the designated background region above the 

The parameters from 
Peak and f itting it to a linear equation. 

t his f1· t 1 are used to construct the exponentia 

is e Xtrapolated to the region beneath the peak. 

background which 

This 
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oun is subsequently subtracted leaving a skewed guassian backgr d . 

0 ing line shape. Figure 4.1 (b) shows the extrapolated lo k. 

background (solid line) passing under the Cr peak (lower left) 

and the Ni peak (upper right) of the spectra recorded slightly 

beyond the f irst interface re gion of a multilayered thin film 

structure. 

In order to measure the intensity of an Auger spectral 

• ata near the apex (generally within the upper 20% of the line d 

m intensity) of each spectral feature are, fol l owing the maximu · 

background b f 1 t G . su traction, it by east squares o a aussian 

function 

I exp ( - [ (X - X /S] 
2

) 
0 0 

(4.9) 
I 

where I . h is the intensity at an electron energy X. Te quantity 

o e electron ene rgy at the Auger line maximum, Sis the Xis th 

Width parameter and I is the maximum Auger line intensity 
0 

Whose value is being sought. Following an initial 

lnearization of equation 4 . 9 by taking logarithms of both 1. 

Sides in order 1 1 f th parameters I to obtain initia va ues o e 0 

X o and S, the parameters are refined through successive 

approximations by fitting equation 4.9 expanded as a Taylor 

series b t A · a out the current values of the parame ers. unique 

feature of f f 1 f GAUFIT is the maintenance o re erence va ues or 
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Xoand S for each of the spectral features. The reference 

values are updated each time the parameters I X , o, 0 
and Sare 

determined. When a particular peak is very weak or 

nonexistent h , t e reference values of X and Sare introduced as 
0 

data, weighted by the inverse square of their uncertainties. 

Th· is procedure prevents wild excursions when the data would 

wise appear to be on the wings of a distant, intense other · 

ian line shape . The reference values are maintained in Gauss· • 

such a way that the influence of earlier measurements is 

diminished by 10% each time a new spectrum contributes to the 

refer e n ce values. This allows the reference values to track 

slow drift s in the spectral parameters. This technique of 

introducing final fitted parameters from previous spectra as 

initi 1 a guesses for the analysis of current spec tra has been 

dem onstrated to be super ior in practice to more generalized 

fitting programs whi ch tend to be highly unreliable when used 

it data with no discernable peak . Auger intensity data to f· 

ined using GAUFIT can subsequently be converted into obta· 

e leme nta l h f"l surface concentration values for dept pro 1 e 

ana l y . sis. 

The code LOGIT also follows an itera tive approach in 

~hich equation 4.3 as modified by equations 4.4 and 4.7 is 

expanded · 1 f h in a Taylor series about the current va ues o t e 

sev e n parameters A, a , B, 
b T D , and Q. 

' o' o 
A linear fit of 

Y(obs) 1· - Y (calc) is then performed from which 1near 
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correcti ons to each of the seven parameters are obtained . The 

t e parameters are updated and the procedure is values of h 

unti the corrections to the parameters are small repeated · 1 

compared to the standard deviations of the parameters. 

Generally, the values of I obtained from GAUFIT are used 
0 

directly a nd without modification as the values for Y (obs) 

lOGIT. 

in 

A special feature of LOGIT is the manner in which the 

program deals with data sets having few values in the interface 

region. First, a transition interval is defined as the interval 

i n which values of Y(obs) differ from each asymptote of in T · 

e quation 4.3 by more than two standard deviations. The 

asymptotes of equation 4.3 are 

y 

and 

y 

A+ a(T - T ) 
0 

B + b(T - T) 
0 

(4.10a) 

(4.10b) 

and the standard deviation used for the comparison of Y(obs) 

With the h d d d . t· asymptotes of equation 4 . 3 is t e stan ar evia ion 

returned d db l t f by the l east squares fit divi e y t1e square roo o 

t h e Weight given to each Y(obs) tested. The number of data for 

Whi ch Y( b h t obs) differs from each asymptote y more tan wo 
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sta ndard diviations is counted. If no data fall within the 

trans·t· 1 ion interval, T is assigned a value midway between the 
0 

t wo d t a a s p a nning the transition interval . D is estimated from 0 

the standard deviation of the fit, the separation between the 

two asymptotes, and the separation between the two measured 

s 
O 

T s panning the transition interval, while Q is held Value f 

fixed at · d 1 f 11 its most probable value. If two ata va ues a 

Wi th in the interval, D and T are a llowed to vary in the least 
0 0 

squares fit, but Q is held fixed at 0. If three or more data 

Values fall within the interval, T
0 

, D0 , and Qare all allowed 

to vary. 

The routine LOGIT also contains a provision for 

identif · y1ng outlie rs. 
Following calculation of the l east 

squares fit, the standardized residuals for each of the data 

are calculated. The standardized residuals are given by 

R. 
l 

2 2 1/2 
[ Y

1
.(obs) - Y . (cal c) ] / [ S /W . - s(calc) ] 

1 1 

(4 . 11) 

Wheres is the standard deviation of the fit, s/ Wi is the 

standard deviation of Y(obs), and s(calc) is the standard 

deviat· lon of Y(calc) at T = Ti. 
This latter quantity is 

Calculated from the variance-covariance matrix returned by the 

least squares fit. The second minus sign in equation 4.11 
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arises from the correlation between the standard deviations of 

Y(obs) and Y(calc) resulting from the use of Y(obs) in the 

calculation of Y(calc). The values of R, are the number of 

eviations by which each Y(obs)-Y(calc) differs from standard d . . 

its e xpected value of O. The R, should follow a student's t 

i ution. Values of R greater than 3.0 are regarded as distr·b • 

outlie rs and the data are refit dropping the outliers from the 

it, although their values are printed in the data listings f' 

accomp . anying each fit. 
Since the asymmetric fitting routine 

occasionally has trouble dealing with extremely outlying data 

points, it is first necessary to perform a symmetric fit, ie. 

holding Q f ixed at zero, to identify and eliminate troublesome 

outliers. The d h t . f't 1 f program procee s tote asymme ric i on ya ter 

the symmetric fit has eliminated all pronounced outlying data 

Points. 

The uncertainties in the seven parameters and all 

functions derived from these parameters are obtained from the 

Varia nee-covariance matrix, VCV .. , which contains all 
i,J 

mation about the quality of the fit and the correlation of infer . 

errors f . f . among the parameters . In general, or a given unction F 

of the ( f p a rameters ck(A,B,a,b,D,T
0

,Q), the v a riance square o 

the standard deviation) is given by 

(4.12) 
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epeated 1.nd1.ces imply summation over all k and i. The where r .. 

o the eterm1.ned parameters are sta nda rd dev1.·at1.·ons of each f d · 

t e var1.ance-covar1.ance matrix given by the sqL1are root of h · · 

1.agonals. Thus the standard deviation of the dimensionless ct· 

parameter Q*D, to be described later, is given by 

2 
s (Q*D) 

2 2 D *VCV + (D*VCV *Q) + Q *VCV (4.13) 7,7 4,7 4,4 

1. ers from the standard error summation formula due to Which d"ff 

the fact that the parameters Q and Dare correlated. 

The linear least squares algorithm used with GAUFIT and 

1.s subroutine ORTHO which performs the least squares fit LOGIT · 

Using a Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure on vectors of 

the d . ependent and independent variables. Subroutine ORTHO is 

der· 67 l.Ved from a program originally written by Walsh and 

extensively tested by Wampler 68 . The robustness of ORTHO, the 

Provis• ions for dealing with a paucity of data in the interface 

regio n, the procedures for identifying outliers, and provisions 

for a number of postfitting tests on assumptions underlying the 

1.on of parameters to be held fixed, have resulted in a select· 

l east squares fitting procedure that has been successful in the 

wide variety o data struc ures. analysis of a f t 

The codes GAUFIT and LOGIT have been extensively 

doc umented and the subroutines and their documentation are 

available from the author. 
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D. Application to Auger Depth Profiles 

We have analyzed a l arge number of interfaces and have 

found h tat equation 4.3 as modified by equat ion 4.7 fits our 

a in every case tested to within the estimated measurement dat · 

uncertainty, approximately 1%. The results of fitting data 

collected in the region of a typical interface between chromium 

a nd nickel are presented in Figure 4.2. Casual inspection of 

Figure 4.2 would suggest that data in the interval have greater 

precision than data in either of the asymptotic regions. This 

n i lusion brought about by the pronounced slope in the is a · 1 

interface region masking vertical deviations. Inspection of the 

Values of Y( obs) - Y(calc) for the same data, presented 
in 

· , shows a random distribution throughout the Figure 4 3 

asymptotic and transition regions. 
In Table 4.1 the values of 

the parameters derived from the analysis of the data in Figure 

4.2 are presented. A plot of a chromium disappearance profile 

t e seven fitting parameters shown in their corresponding -With h 

geomet · F ' 4 rical regions of influence is presented in igure .4. 

For comparison, we have also tested the logistic fit on 

synthetic data generated from the error function shown in 

igure 4.5. As stated in the Introduction, the logistic F· 

function and the error function (the cumulative Gaussian 

funct· ion) are similar in shape. Further, error functions have 

Previously been used to describe broadening of metal/metal 

interfaces b 1 th during sputter depth profiling y severa au ors, 
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Ta ble 4.1 Profile parameters for a typical chromium/ nickel 

interface. 

Chromium (Disappearance Profile) Nickel (Appearance Profile) 

A = 14893.00 ± 42.78 A = -87 .BO ± 47 . 48 

a = 4.59 ± 1. 32 a = 1.65 ± 1. 46 

B = -167.68 ± 69.07 B = 10656.14 ± 72. 91 

b "' 4.43 ± 1.81 b = -2.19 ± 1. 90 

T = 108.24 ± 0.04 min 
,., = 107.30 ± 0.04 min 

0 

L 

D 

0 

= 2.862 ± 0.034 min D = 2.801 ± 0.052 min 

0 

Q 
-1 

0 -1 

= -0.0451 ± 0.0056 min Q = -0.0470 ± 0.0080 min 

n. Data points, 20 in the interval 73 Data points, 18 in the inter-val 

Standard Deviation = 79 . 06 Standard Deviation= 89.90 
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as has b een discussed earlier. The standard deviation returned 

t e error function data was approximately half by the fit of h 

that obta1.·ned 1.·n the fit of actual interface data. Inspection 

values of Y(obs) - Y(calc shown in Figure of a plot of the ) 

4 · 6 (a), reveals a pattern characteristic of a systematic error. 

n om, normal errors with a standard deviation comparable When rad . 

to th e measurme nt uncertainty for actual interface data were 

added to the e rror function data and the combined synthetic 

data ref1.·t 1 1 b , the systematic error was compete y su merged into 

the random error as can be seen in Figure 4.6(b). A direct 

consequence of this observation is that at the current level of 

measurement accuracy, approximately 1%, it will not be possible 

to distinguish between a logistic or an error function 

description of a measured profile. 

Figure 4 . 7 shows a plot of the values of the width 

Parameter D for chromium and their standard deviations as a 
0 

funct· N S d 1.on of time, i.e, sputtered depth, in the BS tan ard 

Reference Material 2135 which consists of nine alternating 

layers of chromium and nickel. In Figure 4.8, the dimensionless 

quantity QD and its standard deviation are plotted for the same 
0 

data. Because the asymmetry parameter Q is itself introduced 

logistically through multiplication by (T - To)' Q values are 

artificially smaller for broader interfaces, given the same 

level of true asymmetry, than for narrower interfaces. For this 

reason, it is necessary to scale the parameter Q by the 
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interface width D b · · f 1 

0 
too tain a meaning u representation of the 

interface a b f h f 

symmetry. As can e seen rom t ese two igures, 

th
e Width of the interface D shows a statistically significant 

0 

increase with depth, possibly leveling off at the deeper 

levels. While the dimensionless quantity QD does not show a 
0 

corre sponding trend with layer depth, the sign of QD
0 

is always 

negative, demonstrating a statistically significant sharper 

Preinterface curvature for every interface. This implies a 

greater dispersion in the apparent interface on the 

P
0st

interface side. Without display of the statistics 

associated with the analysis of the profile in terms of a 

di
st ribution model for the interface, it would not be possible 

to reach either of these conclusions with any degree of 

confidence. 

~ 

We have demonstrated the usefulness of the logistic 

distribution model for the parameterization of depth 

Prof·1 
i es through interfaces between dissimilar materials. In 

all cases analyzed thus far, the data fit the logistic 

dist ribution to within measurement uncertainty. At the current 

level of measurement accuracy, it is not possible to 

dist inguish between a logistic distribution and an error 

function distribution . The least squares fitting program 
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Writte n to analyze me asured interface profiles in t e rms of the 

Pa r a me ters of the log istic distribution h as p r ove n to be robus t 

a nd c a pable of a nalyzing all of the profiles teste d so far 

Without the n e ed for providing the program with initial 

est imates of the parameters. The parameterization of the 

inte rface pro f il e s h ou ld prove most useful in comparing 

meas ure me nts ma de with varying experimental conditions and in 

comparing measure ment with computer simulation of surface 

sputtering . The statistics of the least squares fit will allow 

the stati s tic a l s i gnificance of t hese comparisons to be 

evaluated. 
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V. DEPENDENCE OF INTERFACE DEPTH RESOLUTION 

ON ION BEAM PARAMETERS 

L Introduction 

The profile of composition vs depth at virgin solid/ solid 

interfaces i s a t pre sent difficult to determine using sputte r 

depth profiling techniques. Sputter profiles obtained at 

Presumably abrupt interfaces often show significant interface 

broadening - composition vs depth is no longer a steplike 

funct · ion. Those factors which contribute to this broadening, 

espe . 1 
cia ly at sputtered depths greater than a few tens of 

nanometers, are mostly related to material r e distribution at 

the · 
interface resulting from the bombardment process; they 

include cascade mixing, recoil implantation, surface topography 

change and radiation enhanced diffusion. Although there are a 

number of excellent reviews which discuss sputtered interface 

resolution
69 - 75 there has been a need for a thorough 

exposition of the role which ion bombardment parameters play in 

interface profile broadening. 

A careful evaluation of bombardment parameters, such as 

ion b earn energy, angle of incidence, and current density, as 

Well 
f 1 · h t b 

as sputtered depth, on inter ace reso ution as no een 

Pre · 
f 

viously available for any given set of inter ace materials. 
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Whil 
. 76-83 

e some data of this type does exist , most of it 

co . 
nsists of uncorrelated measurements made on diffe rent 

materials 75,84 
It is the purpose of this chapter to describe 

a consistent set of measurements obtained for the above ion 

bombardment parameters, examining interfaces of thin films of 

Ni 
and Cr using Auger spectroscopy. 

Depth profiles of multilayered Ni/Cr sandwich structures 

have b 
77 

een previously described by Hofmann et al These 

au
thors used alternating layers (each 37 nm thick) of Ni 

embedded in layers (each 11.5 nm thick) of Cr. These elements 

Were chosen because of the similarity of their sputtering 

· 85 
Ylelds . Hofmann et al. observed that the Ni/Cr interface 

region exhibited an observable broadening trend with increasing 

sputtered depth, i.e. layers embedded deeper in the sample 

exhibited broader interfaces than layers lying closer to the 

surface. Hofmann had predicted this result on theoretical 

grounds in a previous study86 Because of the similarity of the 

Sputtering yields of Ni and Cr and the use of low energy (1-

keV) · 
1 

10 ns at normal incidence, Hofmann was ab e to neglect the 

distorti·ng 1 · d d 
effects of preferentia sputtering an casa e 

mixing and conclude that the increase in interface broadening 

w· h 
it sputtered depth was due to the buildup of surface micro-

struct ure during the sputtering process. 
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78 
In a follow-up study, Hofmann and Zalar compared the 

effects of 1-keV Ar+ bombardment to N; bombardment of Ni/Cr 

mul · 1 
ti ayered st ructures. This study showed that in both cases 

th
e dependence of interface resolution on depth could be 

approx imate d by a z-l/2 l aw using a simple sequential layer 

Sputtering model. To determine the depende nce of depth 

resolution on the sample materials, Seah and Jones 58 performed 

low energy (3-keV) Argon ion bombardment on multilayered 

silver, gold, and tantalum films . Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(SEM) Was employed, both before and after ion bombardment, to 

determine the development of surface roughening due to 

sputtering. The increase in interface broadening was found to 

be due to the development of surface microstructure and not to 

atomic mixing. The magnitude of the roughening was found to be 

Proportional to the sputtering yield of the sample materials; 

highest for high sputtering yield materials such as silver and 

gold f 
f f 3 5 f 

• or the same energy, but lower by a actor o - or the 

low sputtering yield element tantalum. By contrast, the authors 

found that rough e n ing effects, and consequently interface 

broadening, were negligible for thin-films of amorphous oxides 

of silicon and tanta l um. The authors concluded that the 

development of s u rface roughening during low energy ion 

bombardment was a high ly materials dependent phenomenon. 
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These results were supported by an independent study 

conducted by Ferron and Vida1 87 on multilayered Si/Ta thin 

films. Utilizing Monte Carlo computer code simulations together 

w· h 
lt experimental AES depth profiling, these authors were able 

to reinforce the finding of Seah and Jones that interface 

broadening during sputter de pth profiling was due to induced 

surface roughening for the case of tantalum. 

To determine the effect of ion energy on interface 

resolution and to deconvolute the factors contributing to it, 

Davarya et al. 
81 

conducted a study on alternating multilayered 

Ni/Cr thin film structures utilizing experimental AES depth 

Prof·1· 1 1ng techniques as well as Monte Carlo computer 

simul t· "b · Ch 
a ions. Using the code EVOLVE, descr1 ed 1n apter II, 

Davarya et al. were able to show that the contribution to 

interface broadening due to preferential sputtering and cascade 

mixin h 
11 

g, P enomena modeled by the EVOLVE code, were sma 

compared to the actual interface broadening observed 

experimentally. Assuming that the mechanisms contributing to 

th
e total interface resolution could be summed in an r.m.s 

fashion, these authors were able to quantitatively separate the 

broadening effects due to surface roughness from those due to 

Other effects. In addition, Davarya et al. reported a clear 

effect of increased interface broadening with increased 

inc·d 1 ent ion energy. 
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To explain the development of surface roughness during 

ion sputt . 
F. 88 h 

ering of solid targets, Marton and ine ave 

Proposed a simple statistical model. This model attributes the 

develop f · 
· ff · 

ment o surface microstructure to di eren t sputtering 

rates of differently oriented crystallographic surfaces in a 

Polycrystalline solid. This model is able to successfully 

explain the square root dependence of the interface broadening 

on depth as 
. 

well as the dependence on incident ion energy. 

The research presented in this chapter, directed towards 

a compl 
ete and thorough investigation of the dependence of 

interface b d . the . 1 t 

roa ening on experimenta parame ers, was 

Performed under the overall direction and coordi nation of Dr. 

Joseph Fine of the National Bureau of Standards. The 

exper· 
h h 

imental study was performed by Dr. Fine, wit t e 

as · 
sistance of the author. The automated computerized data 

analy · 
· f 

sis and real-time experimenta l monitoring so tware used in 

this i· · · 
h h R d f 

nvestigation were developed byte aut or. aw ata or 

th
e study of how interface broadening depends on angle of ion 

incict 
1 C · h 

ence were taken at the Perkin-£ mer orporation. Te 

analy · 
h 

sis of this data was performed by the aut or. 

~erials 
1 Methods , a nd Measure ments 
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As a consequence of the recent development by NBS of a 

Ni/Cr multilayered thin-film Standard Reference Material (SRM 

2135 ) for depth prof1.·1e 1 · 89 f · ·1 1 
ana ys1.s , sets o s1.m1. ar y 

fab · 
r1.cated specimens are now available. This systematic study 

Was made of interface broadening using these multilayered 

standards. The samples reported on were taken from three 

separately produced batches of specimens: one batch was made as 

a Prototype (or developmental) material while the two other 

batches were made, and have been issued, as NBS SRM 2135. The 

accurately characterized structure of all these materials 

Provides a series of well-defined Ni/Cr interfaces of known 

spacings for analysis and makes possible a reliable 

intercomparison of results. These thin-film SRMs are composed 

of a total of nine metal layers with Cr forming the outermost 

layer; the average thickness for each Cr layer is 53 nm (38.0 

Ug/cm
2

) and 66 nm (58.3 ug/cm2 ) for each Ni layer . This 

st
ructure provides 8 metal/metal interfaces at known depths for 

use in this interface resolution study. 

The Auger sputter profiling results presented here were 

obt · 
a1.ned with two separate instruments, both of which use the 

same type of ion gun but make use of different Auger data 

acquisition techniques. Sputter profiling was done in an ultra

h · 
1.gh Vacuum system using argon ions produced in an electron-

impact-source differentially-pumped ion gun. The experimental 

Procedure is as follows: the ion gun and electron energy 
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analyzer (cylindrical mirror type) are aligned so that the beam 

st
rikes the sample at the focal point of the CMA. This 

alignment is performed using a technique pioneered by Dr. Fine 

90 
An Sio2 target is positioned at the focal point of the 

CM.A. A well defined beam of 3-keV electrons is scattered 

from this target and their energies analyzed by the CMA. When 

th
e target is aligned properly at the focal point, the 

elastically scattered 3-keV peak becomes prominent. At this 

Point, the CMA is switched to a scanning electron mode to 

observe the target. A video image of the target is produced 

from the secondary electrons produced by the electron beam. The 

ra
st

er of this electron beam is synchronized with the sweep of 

th
e Video monitor so that changes in the secondary electron 

current within the beam's characteristic footprint are 

converted to visual differences on the monitor . This change in 

secondary electron current results from the capture of free 

electrons by ions. Suitable deflection of the ion beam brings 

it to the f 1 oca point. 

The focused beam of ions (- 1 mm FWHM), although not mass 

analyzed, was rastered over an area of a few mm 2 to insure 

Uniform erosion at the point of Auger analysis. The specific 

Gau · 
ff 1 

ssian features of the beam profile have an e ect on Y at 

th
e edges of the sputtering region. Pressure in the chamber 

du · 
-8 

ring depth profiling was about 2 x 10 Torr (base pressure< 
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5 1 -10 
x O Torr). In order to obtain precise interface profiles, 

much of the sputtering was done using low current-density ion 

beams (typically 100 nA in a 1 mm FWHM size beam). Auger 

electron energy spectra were acquired repetitively while the 

ion beam continuously bombarded the specimen. The amount of 

material sputtered during the time needed to acquire a Ni-Cr 

data point was small, in many instances only about 5 

monolayers. 

Auger analysis of the elemental surface composition was 

obtained in either the EN(E) or the dN(E)/dE mode depending on 

Which instrument was used for a specific set of measurements. 

The EN(E) spectra of Ni(860 eV) and Cr(525 eV) were acquired 

sequentially using 100-MHz pulse-counting techniques with a 

multichannel analyzer and transferred to a microcomputer for 

analysis; a 2.5-keV primary electron beam (50 nA) was used to 

excite those spectra. The microcomputer executed a preliminary 

real-time analysis of the data by performing an exponential 

background subtraction, as described in Chapter IV, and fitting 

th
e resultant peak to a Guassi a n-type function employing a 

Simple linear-least squares fitting routine. The resultant peak 

height intensities were sent to an external printing device. 

Th· 
. 

ls allowed the experimenter to monitor the progress of the 

experiment as successive Ni/Cr interfaces were sputtered. The 

data presented in Figures 5 . 1-4 were determined from profiles 

obtained in this EN(E) mode. Multiplexing techniques we re used 
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With the other instrument to obtain dN(E)/dE Auger intensities 

using a 5-keV primary electron beam (1 µA). Data obtained in 

th
is last mode are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Although both 

in
st ruments used a single-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer 

(with concentric electron gun) as well as the same type of ion 

gun, the ion beam currents used with the EN(E) instrument were 

somewhat smaller than those used with the other instrument . It 

is Possible that such differences in measurement technique can 

affect the observed widths of sputtered interfaces. 

Interface broadening was determined from the Auger 

Profiles by assuming that the origina l interface was a steplike 

function of composition with depth. The interface resolution 

(or interface width), used as a measure of the broadening, is 

defined here as the increment in sputtered de pth (nm) required 

for the Auger signal intensity to change from 90% to 10% of its 

st
eady state value prior to the i n terface. Accurate measurement 

of interface widths depends on being ab l e to define a sputtered 

depth scale and on knowing t h e s puttering rate of a two 

component interface . For the thin-layer standard samples used, 

th
e depth scale for these Ni/Cr materials is well known since 

the individual layer thicknesses have been measured and the 

rel t· 
h b d . 89 

a lve Ni/Cr sputtering rates also ave een etermined . 

Resu l ts of the re l ative Ni/Cr sputtering rates (in nm/s) 

i nd icate t hat t hi s rate changes fro m 1.03 for 1 - keV Ar+ 

bombardment to 1.09 for 4.5 keV bombardment. Since the rates 
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are qu1· te . . 1 f 
s1m1 ar or Ni and Cr, an average sputtering rate was 

dete · 
rm1ned for each ion-energy depth profile and used to obtain 

th
e interface widths. The estimate of the uncertainty in these 

Widths due to · h " t . 1 · htl 
using t 1s average ra e 1s s 1g y less than 

LResults 

i. Interface widths at an incident ion beam angle of 50° 

Eight successive Ni/Cr interfaces, at depths ranging from 

SO to 451 nm, h b f"l d 1"th 1 0 4 5 kV 

ave een sputter pro 1 e w . - . e argon 

ions incident on the specimen at a fixed angle of 50° with 

respect to the surface norma l . An Auger sputter depth profile 

of the Ni/Cr multilayered th i n fil m SRM 2135, taken with a 1-

kev rastered argon beam, is shown in Figure 5.7. The profile 

Was generated from over 1500 Auger EN(E) spectra and was 

Produced using analysis software developed by the author. To 

determine the interface widths of this sample as a function of 

depth, further computer analysis was performed. Due to the 

large number of spectral intensities comprising the profile, it 

Was tedious and impractical for the operator to readily locate 

a nd specify appropriate metal/metal interface regions. 

Therefore, it was necesary to program the microcomputer to 
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were sputter profiled using a 1-keV rastered argon beam (total 
sputtering time was 16 hours). The eight well-defined 
metal/metal interfaces obtained provide a sensitive means for 
calibrating sputtered depth. 
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automatically locate and identify appropriate Ni/Cr interfaces 

Without operator intervention. This was accomplished by 

allo · 
wing the machine to search for continous slopes passing 

th
rough 50% of the maximum peak intensity for the profile. The 

sign of the slope (positive or negative) was checked to 

determine correct correspondence with the direction of 

Progression of the sputtered spectral intensities, ascending or 

descending, for each element separately. This method proved to 

be extremely reliable in practice and was capable of correctly 

ignoring stray or anomalous data points. Once the interface 

region for a given element had been identified, the program 

included a set number of data points, specified by the 

operator, to both the pre- and post- transition regions. This 

allowed for the inclusion of a large enough number of plateau 

Points, ie. intensities from the maximum and minimum elemental 

spectral intensity regions, to sufficiently pin down the 

heights and slopes of these regions. For each successive 

interface, the program LOGIT, described in Chapter IV, was 

Called and performed a linear least-squares fit of the data in 

the · 
interface region, parameterizing the interface in terms of 

Width, position, and asymmetry. 

As sputter depth profiles are generated as functions of 

time, it is first necessary to convert them into functions of 

sputtered depth to produce consistent, meaningful, and 

comparable results. This was accomplished by utilizing the 

interface transition midpoint times provided by the LOGIT 
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subroutines. These times were then compared, interface by 

interface, to known thin-film layer thicknesses, determined by 

neutron activat ion analysis and by Rutherford backscattering19 

' to produce a series of layer-by-layer sputtering rates 

through the sample. These sputtering rates were subsequently 

used to convert sputt e ring times in minutes to d e pths in 

angstroms. The width parameters returned by the LOGIT fit were 

Si . 
milarly converted from units of time to units of distance 

along with their uncertanties. A plot of the widths of 

successive interfaces through SRM 2135, with error bars, is 

shown in Figure 5.8. Statistically significant interface 

broadening, due to topographical and other effects, is clearly 

exhibited. The solid line represents a fit to an exponential 

function of the form 

Y( 
-Cx 

x) - A - Be 
(5.1) 

Where x represents depth of the interface, Y the width, and 

A,B,c are fitting parameters. The ability to fit the interface 

broadening as a function of depth to such a simple function is 

an indication of the quality of the data . 

Another measure of the consistency of our analysis 

technique is provided by two separate profiles taken on 

different days but on the same sample and under the same 

experimental conditions. These two distinct measurements, taken 
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Figure 5 . 8 Plot of interface resolution vs depth, where known 

layer thicknesses have been used to convert time scales into 

depths. The solid line represents a least - squares fit to an 

exponential function. The ability to fit such a simple 

~unction to the depth dependence of interface broadening is an 

indication of the quality of the data. 
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for 1-keV argon ion profiling under the same beam conditions 

(lOO nA), are shown in Figure 5.9. These sets of interface 

resolution data are very similar, agreeing to well within their 

experimental uncertainties, and demonstrate the precision, 

reproducibility, and consistency of this interface analysis 

system. 

Interface width dependence on sputtered depth as well as 

on· 
ion beam parameters , determined from EN(E) Auger sputter 

Profiles obtained on a Ni/Cr prototype material, is shown in 

Figure 5.1. For this set of measurements, all made on the same 

rnultilayere d specimen, the ion beam current was adjusted for 

e ach ion e nergy so that the instantaneous ion current density 

(for the static beam) was approximately the same (about 100 nA 

in a 1 mm ='HM f · . d O h 1 

rw beam) for the our ion energies use . ne sou d 

note in Figure 5.1 the dramatic increase in interface 

broadening as the ion beam energy is increased, particularly 

th
e large increase in interface width when going from 1 to 2 

keV. It is also interesting that the shape of the width vs 

depth curves are quite similar, with a linear portion for the 

first 200 nm of depth, followed by a plateau region from the 

next 200 nm of depth, and then a sudden increas e in width at 

about 400 nm . These similarly shaped curves would imply that 

specific types of broadening processes take place over certain 

sputtered depths, more or less independent of the ion energy, 

a nd that changing the ion energy changes the magnitude of the 

specific type of broadening. This is consistent with a mater ial 
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transport concept for interface broadening in which the higher 

ener · 
gy ions have a greater r a nge and produce more damage and 

defects, a ll of which may result in more interface 

interdiffusion and consequent surface topography change at a 

given sputtered depth. 

Inte rface profil e shapes obtained at three sputtered 

depths of 50, 228, and 451 nm using both 1 and 3-keV Ar+ are 

shown in Figure 5.2. These curves are from the same set of 

sputter profiles that were used to generate Figure 5.1. In 

Figure 5.2 the profiles d e termined at the above depths have 

been plotted so that the 50% Auger intensity points (chosen a s 

th
e midpoint of each interface ) occur at the same normalized 

depth . Interface widths are measured with respect to each 

m·d · 
i point using a normalized depth scale. This graphical 

comparison of interface profiles shows the narrowe r widths 

obtained with the lower energy ions and a lso shows the 

asymmetrical shape of sputtered interfaces: The 90% - 50% 

Portion of each profile is steeper than the 50%-10% part. All 

Profiles show this asymmetry but it is more pronounced for the 

narrower interface widths. 

ii. Interface width dependence on ion current density 
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Measurements made of interface broadening using 1-keV Ar+ 

bombardment indicate that the interface width observed is 

related to the instantaneous ion beam current density. Sputter 

depth profiles obtained at two different beam current densities 

(achieved by change 1.·n the · th ) b t 
argon pressure 1.n e gun u 

Otherwise d 
un er identical gun conditions show broader 

interfaces at h h" h d . 
t e 1.g er current ens1.ty. This interface width 

dependence on sputtered depth is shown in Figure 5.3 for 1-keV 

+ 
Ar at b 

earn currents of both 170 and 300 nA as well as for 2-

kev Ar+, shown for comparison, in Figure 5.4; the Ni/Cr 

specimen used for this measurement was an NBS SRM 2135 and was 

d"f 
1. ferent from that used for the previous profiles. The 

d"ff 
+ 

1. erence in width determined for 1-keV Ar at these two beam 

currents and at depths greater than 250 nm is greater than the 

measur 
· h d "b·1 · f 

ement uncertainty. Considering t e repro uc1. 1. 1.ty o 

th
e Profiles shown in Figure 5.9, which were taken at similar 

depths but under constant ion beam current density conditions, 

it . 
is reasonable to conclude that the difference in widths 

observed in Figure 5.3 are a result of the different ion beam 

current densities used. This assertion is supported by the 

Stat· . 
ist1.cal analysis associated with these results. 

Although electron beam current density effects on 

inte f 
race broadening have been observed in Auger sputter 

Profiling, 
91 - 93 broadening attributable to ion beam current 
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dens·t h 
i Y as not, we believe, been previously reported . Whereas 

th
e electron beam broadening seems to be related to localized 

heat· 
ing and consequent diffusion, the ion beam current 

densities are, however, much too low to cause similar thermal 

effects. It is possible, however, for diffusion to occur along 

defects produc e d as a result of ion bombardment: radiation 

enhanced d;ff . 94-99 
~ usion . Defect diffusion can take place at 

room temperature 
97 - 99 but does depend on how fast the defects 

anneal out and on the displacement energy necessary for atoms 

a
nd defects to migrate. Should the defects anneal out before 

overlapping collision cascade can occur, then the collision 

events arising from seperate impinging ions are independent and 

th
ere will be no current-density related effects . However, if 

th
e defect lifetime is greater than the time for an overlapping 

cascade to take place, then the energy in the overlapping 

cascade can also give rise to enhanced atomic displacement 

along defects produced by the previous cascade. Such an ion

current-density dependent diffusion can result in material 

redistribution, in crystallographic reordering, and, 

consequently, in surface topography change. Since changes in 

surface topography often are cumulative, increased interface 

broadening is expected to occur at greater sputtered depths as 

shown in Figure 5.4 

The relationship of ion current density to the 

development of surface topography may not be well understood 
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but it certainly is not unknownlOO_ Surface topography 

formation which results from ion bombardment is not simply a 

function of the 1 · d b d d h 
tota ion ose ut can epen rat er critically 

both on the · 
ion curren t density employed as well as on the 

spe · f· 
ci ied materials being sputtered [e.g., for Cu(l l 3 1) a 

current density greater than 100 µA/cm 2of 40-keV Ar+ions is 

needed] 100 
The existence of an ion current density effect on 

topography development would seem to indicate that the current 

densit d . • 

Y ependent interface broadening which was observed here 

may also be related to c h anges in topography. This 

interd 
ependence of spu ttered interface widths, surface 

topography developmment, and ion current density needs further 

clarification if sputter depth profiles are to be correctly 

interpreted. 

i .. 
ii. Interface width dependence on incident ion beam angle 

Ni/Cr multilayered SRMs were sputter profiled at 

d"f 
i ferent angles of ion beam incidence in order to determine 

how this would affect interface resolution 
63 . Each complete 

dN(E) /dE Auger profile (8 Ni/Cr interfaces) was obtained at one 

f· 
ixed beam angle. A set of six such angle dependent profiles 

Was acquired at constant ion beam current (although not at a 

constant ion current density) and at constant ion energy; 
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measurements of interface widths were obtained for argon ion 

energies of both 2-and 4-keV. These results of interface width 

dependence on ion beam angle of incidence are summarized in 

Figures 5.5 and 5 . 6 for 2-keV and 4-keV Ar+ profiling, 

respe t. 1 
c lve y. Interface widths (shown in Figure 5.5) are 

Plotted at only three sputtered depths (50, 226, and 339 nm) in 

0 rder t 
b 

0 present more clearly the dependence on earn angle. 

Similar interface width data is given in Figure 5.6 at four 

sputtered depths (50, 113, 163, and 226 nm) . One should note 

th
at these results were obtained on an NBS SRM 2135 specimen. 

The two sets of interface width data, given in Figures 

5
·
5 

and 5.6, display a very similar depende nc e on ion beam 

angle: the interface widths show a broad maximum at about 30° 

ion beam angle and then become much narrower as the beam angle 

increases (becomes more grazing). Also, there is a general 

increase in width with sputtered depth, similar to what we have 

already reported at fixed beam angle, and t he 2-keV widths are 

much narrower than the 4-keV widths, except near 75° beam 

ang l e. These results indicate that narrower interfaces can be 

Obt . 
. b 

ained at lower beam energy and at near-grazing 10n earn 

angle. The data presented in the last two figures together with 

th
at of Hunt and Seah82 are the only such results showing 

interface width dependence on ion beam angle of which we are 

aware. 
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There seem to be two dominant factors which control this 

dramatic decrease in sputtered interface widths as the incident 

ion beam becomes more grazing . These are the effects of ion 

current density and the extent of the collision cascade normal 

to the surface. Included in the results of the width dependence 

on ion b eam angle (shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6) is also an ion 

current density which for this data is proportional to cos 0 

( 0 is 
the angle of the ion beam measured from the surface 

normal) . For the range of beam angles used here, this amounts 

to a factor of about 4 in ion current density. Since we have 

seen th 
at a reduced ion current density can result in narrower 

Width, it seems reasonable that one consequence of using a more 

grazing ion beam is the reduction in ion current density. The 

0th
er consequence is that the depth of the collision cascade, 

also proportional to cos 0, is reduced. Assuming that material 

red· 
istribution and topography change are predominantly 

responsible for the interface broadening observed at the 

sputtered depths examined here, then decreasing the depth of 

the co11 · · · 
i s ion cascade region should reduce the range of defect 

ct·f 1 fusion, reduce recrystallization, and there fore reduce 

topography development. Sputter profile measurements which we 

have d 
ma eon these same materials at fixed ion beam angle using 

Xe+ instead of Ar+ also show a significant decre ase in 

interface widths. Since the extent of the collision cascade 

resulting from the impact of a heavier ion is smal ler than from 
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a lighter ion, it is reasonable to conclude that the depth of 

th
e cascade does affect the width of these sputtered Ni/Cr 

interfaces. In the results presented here on interface width vs 

ion beam angle, both the current density and the cascade depths 

do change with beam angle and both can be effective in 

determining the observed widths. One cannot distinguish the 

separate role played by these two factors on the measurement of 

sputtered interface widths. 

~mmary and Conclusion 

Interface resolution measurements have been made by Auger 

Sputter depth profiling of Ni/Cr multilayered thin - film 

st
ructures in order to determine the effect which ion 

bombardment parameters have on interface broadening. Various 

bombardment parameters such as ion beam energy , angle of 

incidence, and ion current density, as well as sputtered depth 

have all been examined on these materials which have been shown 

to have well defined interfaces. This consistent set of 

metal/metal interface width measurements makes it quite 

apparent that in order to assess the intial sharpness of an 

interface, one must consider the conditions under which it was 

sputtered; interface broadening is not simply a materials 

dependent phenomenon. Understanding how these conditions affect 

interface depth resolution can be useful in the optimal 
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selection of sputter depth profiling paramete rs. 
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VI. RAD IATION ENHANCED DIFFUSION 

A. 1.ntroduction 

The study of phenomena which occur during the sputtering 

of solids b Y ions has attracted continuous interest ever since 

sputtering has been used either as a layer deposition method or 

as a technique for layer-by-layer analysis. A wide variety of 

Phenome 
. 

na result from sputtering; among these are roughening, 

amorphyzation, preferenti a l sputtering, segregation and 

enhanced adsorption, implantation, recoil implantation and 

knock · 
-in, cascade mixing, and radiation enhanced diffusion 

(RED)l0l-103,70-72 
. All these influence the depth resolution of 

sputter-based analysis techniques. Therefore, depth resolution 

has been used to study such phenomena. However, additional 

infor · 
mation is required in order to separate the factors 

contrib · 
1 

uting to interface broadening. The usua assumption is 

th
at these contributions sum in quadrature 

70 , which is 

equivalent to assuming that an originally step - like interface 

~ill b 
e transformed by the measurement to an error-function-

liked h 
f . d l"d" 60,104 

e pt profile, an assumption o limite va i ity On 

the other h d an , such an assumption makes it possible to choose 

sy
st ems a nd parameters which simplify the analysis but often 
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require the collection of a large amount of information 

emp loying various materials and analyzing methods. 

Radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) and radiation-induced 

mixing (RIM) are two interrelated, yet different phenomena. 

While the l atter is confined to the cascade of collisions 

initiated by the impinging primary ion, RED is a phenomenon 

Which is spat i a lly and/or t e mpora lly outside the r eg ion of the 

cascade. Investigat ions of sputtering related de fects a nd of 

transmission sput ter ing show that a substantial numb er of 

d" 
isplaced atoms reach far beyond the predicted range of the 

random collision cascade, not only in the case of 

monocrystalline and polycrysta lline targets, but even in 

amorphous materi a lslOS,l06 _ It s hould be emphasized that this 

range effect applies to a variety of primary ions, including 

noble gases, down to energies as low as 700 eV. This 

observation means that RED may take place in many systems 

during sputter depth profiling, producing effec ts at depths 

beyond the range of cascade mixing, provided the activation 

energy of diffusion of the species involved is sufficiently 

low. 

Considerable effort has been made by several a uthors to 

Provide a n analytical description of interface profiles 

attr ibuta ble to RIMlO?-l0 9 , but, such theoretical predic tions 

of interface broadening unde r es timate that which is actua lly 

observedlOB This may be due in part to the rol e played by RED. 
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Early theoretical work relating to the subject of RED was 

P f 
110 

er 0 rmed by Dienes and Damask , who developed a microscopic 

theory of diffusion based on the creation of point defects 

(atomic vacancies or interstials in a solid lattice structure) 

th rough the process of ion bombardment . In this model, 

energetic impinging ions create defects by providing sufficient 

energy to displace atoms from their lattice sites; these 

defects subsequently diffuse over concentration gradients 

leading to the observed phenomenon of RED. Dienes and Damask 

Provided a rigorous mathematical and physical description of 

th is process in terms of diffusion kinetics . 

More recent theoretical work has been geared towards the 

investigation of the so-called ''altered layer," a thin layer at 

the surface of an ion bombarded multicomponent solid that 

suffers compositional changes as a result of the bombardment 

Process. Winters and Coburn111 developed a phenomenological 

model of alloy sputtering, considering the effects of 

sputtering, such as impact or damage enhanced diffusion, to 

extend below the topmost surface layer to a depth of about 10 

nm. Because the sputtering process causes large numbers of 

Vacancies and interstitials to migrate to the surface, Winters 

a nd Coburn considered this surface region to be in a high state 

of flux. Ho 97 , in an elegant paper, rigorously reformulated 

this model by introducing an additional mass balance equation 

for the region below the surface layer to be solved 
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simultaneously with that for the sputtered surface. Ho was able 

to demonstrate that useful information such as the ejection 

Probability ratio, altered layer thickness, matrix effects, and 

initial surface composition could be judiciously extracted from 

th
e Auger depth profiling data in terms of his model. 

112 

In a later paper, Chou and Shafer argued that though 

th e model of Ho 1 1 h · 11 d 
was arge y t eoretica y soun some 

inconsistencies arose from certain implicit assumptions made 

Without consideration of their physical origin. Chou and Shafer 

attempted to remove these inconsistencies through a generalized 

reformulation involving the reduction of kinetic and transport 

th
eory in phase space to a mass transport problem in physical 

space. From this generalized theory, these authors derived 

various particular cases governing binary alloys and compounds. 

Chou and Shafer were able to extend their mode l to include the 

frequently ignored effect of ion impregnation. 

In order to investigate the ion-bombardment induced 

alteration of the near surface region, Swartzfager et al. 3 

Performed experimental studies on Cu-Ni and Au-Pd alloy 

surfaces annealed at 600°c under steady-state ion bombardment 

co nd itions. Measurements were performed at vary ing initial 

temperatures and ion dose. Typically, samples we re he ated, 

sputtered, and then quenched to liquid nitrogen temperature to 

freeze in the defects. Depth profiling was performed on the 

samples after quenching . Basing their analysis on the 
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theoretical model of Ho, Swartzfager et al. were able to 

determine the altered layer thickness as a function of initial 

sputtering temperature. The altered layer thickness was found 

to be independent of the ion current density, bu t the enhanced 

diffusion coefficient was found to be directly proportional to 

the current density. 

S imilar types of experiments were performed by Li and 

Koshikawa
4

, who measured the radiation enhanced diffusion and 

segregation in an Au-Cu alloy quenched to liquid nitrogen 

temperatures. Diffusion coeficients were measured as a function 

of the pre-quench sputtering temperature and were found to be 

significantly higher than those for normal diffusion by a 

factor of 10
6 

. Arrhenius plots of Ln D versus 1/T were made to 

determine the activation energy for the enhanced diffusion 

Process. In an attempt to correlate the cohesive energy and the 

onset of radiation enhanced diffusion in ion mixing, Cheng et 

al 113 
· performed a beam irradiation study of W-Mo, Ta-Nb, and 

Pt-Pd bilayered systems. These authors found a correlation 

between the cohesive energy of ion mixed solids and a critical 

temperature T at which radiation enhanced diffusion was found 

C 

to b ecome dominant. 

A Monte-Carlo code simulation of the generation of point 

defects (the mechanism for RED) was carried out by Karpuzov and 

Ar 114 
mour . Depth and lateral spread distributions of defects 

generated by 0.5 - 5 keV argon ion bombardment of crystalline 
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Ni were determined using the computer simulation program 

MARLOWE. These authors found the vacancies to be well separated 

from the interstitials over the entire energy range 

investigated. The authors also observed the formation of 

depleted zones resulting from replacement sequences and defect 

r e combina tion. 

Ex . 1 . f EDllS-119,3,4 11 . 

perimenta studies o R usua y consist of 

3 steps: (1) a sample is prepared containing a marker of well

known depth distribution; (2) the sample is then irradiated 

(ion bombarded) and (3) the depth profile of the marker is 

obtained (this last step often includes the observation of the 

radiation induced segregation , RIS). Studies of RED caused by 

ion sputteri ng are complicated by t he erosion of the s a mple 

during irra di a tionlOB_ Th e d e pth profil e s obta ine d in step 3 

are frequently observed using techniques which remove surface 

mate · 1 
1 d dd · t · 1 

ria by sputtering, which, also can ea to a i iona 

complexity i n evaluation . 

In a precedi ng study99 , it was shown that Ag segregates 

to the surface from a thin Ag layer buried beneath a thick (50 

nm) Ni layer after the outer Ni layer has been partly removed 

by Sputtering, at room temperature. While that study was 

ct· 
lrected to the analysis of RIS, it showed also the role of 

diffusion in the transport of Ag atoms to the surface . The 

se 
• k. · 

gregation rate was shown to obey first order inetic 
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equations, and segregation rates for 1 keV and 4 keV sputtering 

were determined . 

The aim of the present study is the analysis of RED 

occuring during ion bombardment (thus combining steps 2 and 3) 

using Auger depth profiling and the description of the depth 

Profile obtained using a simple model, which includes primarily 

roughening and RED, the latter being characterized by an 

effective diffusion rate. This approach has the advantage that 

the results obtained are directly applicable to Auger (and 

SIMS) depth profiling and allow us to separate the 

contributions due to each effect. In these experiments, no 

quenching is performed prior to the depth profiling process, 

i.e. the sample temperature is held fixed during the entire 

course of the experiment. 

The evaluation of Ni/Ag Auger depth profiles including 

the separation of the interface broadening due to RED and 

roughening of the surface is rather complex. This separation 

can be confirmed, however, by an independent measurement of the 

surface roughness using light scattering from the surface, 

s ince the magnitude of light scattering varies in direct 

Proportion to the amount of surface roughness. Surface 

roughness measurements were performed in-situ on the same 

samples and on the same surfaces studied by AES depth 

Profiling . 

Experimental investigation of the broadening of 

interfaces due to radiation enhanced diffusion was performed 
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under the direction of Dr . Joseph Fine and Dr. Denes Marton of 

th e National Bureau of Sta ndards. The computerized experimental 

monito ring , the automated spectral data analysis, and the 

a s y mmetric Gaussian fitting and analysis programs were 

deve l op e d by the a u t hor . The experimental study of the 

temp e r a ture d e pe nde n c e of d e f ec t diffusio n a nd inte rfa ce 

broad e ning wa s performed by the a uthor. Light s catte ring 

studie s of surface topography we re performed by Dr . Ma rton a nd 

a r · 
e include d here for comparison. 

B . Experime nts 

Both RED and surface roughening which result from ion 

bombardment of the Ag/Ni a nd Cr/ Cr
2
o

3 
systems were analyzed 

Using multilayered Ag/Ni and Cr/ Cr
2
o

3 
thin film structures . The 

Ag/Ni structures consist of five thin (3-4 nm) Ag layers 

alternately deposited between six thick (50 nm) Ni layers. The 

Cr/Cr2o3 structures consist of metallic Cr interleaved with 

s even extremely thin ( -3 atom layers thick) Cr
2
o

3 
ma rke r 

l aye rs plac ed at 40 nm intervals . Such s a mples we re produce d by 

s putter deposition using polished Si substrates tha t h a d be e n 

coated, in situ, with amorphous Si prior to the de position of 

the metal films and are similar to those previously described9? 

The total thickness of these layered structures was determined 

by the quartz oscillator microbalance technique dur i ng 
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dep · · 
osition and checked by stylus measurements after the 

anal · 
ysis. The thicknesses of the Ag layers were estimated from 

microbalance results; estimates based on Auger sputter-depth 

Prof· 1 
i e results, however, are probably more accurate. 

Sputter-depth profiling of the Ag/Ni samples was carried 

out Using Ar+ ions of both 1-keV and 4-keV energy. Depth 

Profiling of Cr 2
o

3 
marker layers was performed using 1-keV Ar+ 

ions o 1 . . 
n Y- A differentially pumped ion gun produced a beam 

Whose diameter was about 1 mm at total beam currents in the 50 

to 
5 00 nA range; Auger analysis was performed using a high 

resolution single-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer described 

elswhere 
22

. The base pressure in the vacuum system during the 

expe • 

-9 

riments described here was typically 3 x 10 Torr. Auger 

elect 

b f 2500 

ron-spectra excited by a primary electron earn o eV 

energy (50-200 nA) and rastered over a surface area of about 10 

x lO µm were recorded in a pulse counting mode; digital 

background subtraction techniques were employed to obtain high 

Precision depth profiles . The elements detected were Ni (Ll1M 

line, 844 eV), Ag (MNN line, 349 eV) and nitrogen (KLL line, 

375 
eV) for the Ni/Ag system and Cr (Ll1M line, 525 eV) and 0 

(KLL line, 503 eV) for the Cr/Cr
2
o

3 
system. The fact that the 

Auger spectral lines for Cr and O lie so closely together 

Presents a problem in the data analysis that is discussed 

below. Monitoring of N is important because it is a possible 
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contaminant both from the residual gas and the Ar reservoir; 

furthermore, nitrogen, if it were present, would appear in the 

background of the Ag line and would consequently have a 

significant effect on the Auger analysis. Nitrogen has not been 

detected in any of our depth profile measurements except in the 

outermost few atomic layers of the samples. 

A typical depth profile is shown in Figure 6.1. The 

abscissa is the sputtering time, which can be readily 

transformed to a depth scale using layer thicknesses obtained 

from Rutherford backscattering and neutron activation analysis. 

It is interesting to note that the sputtering time intervals 

between the Ag peaks are equal to the sputtering time needed to 

reach the first peak. Thus no peak shift is observed, to within 

the 
· d b b 10 

uncertainty of the depth scale, estimate to ea out %. 

For light scattering measurements, some depth profiling 

experiments were interrupted after the 1st, (2nd, etc . ) Ag 

layer had been crossed . These optical measurements have been 

carried out in-situ, using an ellipsoidal mirror and a 

semiconductor detector, both situated in the UHV a nalysis 

chamber. A He-Ne laser (633 nm wavelength) was used as the 

light source. The sensitivity of these experiments was limited 

to approximately 3 nm (r . m.s . roughness) because of a 

background due to scattered light internally reflected from the 

Walls and components of the apparatus. Relative values of the 

RMS surface roughness were derived from these experiments, 
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using the theory of light scattering in the smooth surface 

limit 12 0 

The investigation of the dependence of depth profiles 

t e mp e rature was performe d on a Ag/Ni system using 4-keV Ar+ 

. 
2 

ions at a current density of 100 nA/cm. The background 

on 

pressure in the chamber was typically on the order pf 2 x 10- 9 

Torr. The sample was heated by applying a voltage between 5 and 

18 volts to an attached heater coil and the temperature was 

measured using a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple. Heating was 

usually performed overnight at a given voltage, allowing the 

sample temperature to sta bilize before depth profiling was 

initiated. Depth profiles were collected at the following 

temperatures: 26°c, 102°c, 137°c, 171°c, 221°C, 330°c, and 

5 21°c. All profiles in this study were performed on different 

re · g1ons of the same Ag/Ni sample . 

LEvaluation of Auger depth profiles 

i. General assumptions 

Depth profiles of Ag and Ni were generated using the 

spectral background subtraction and analysis software described 

in Chapter IV. As mentioned above, the analysis of O and Cr 
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spectra poses a special problem because of the overlap of their 

Auger spectral peaks at 503 eV and 525 eV respectively. In 

order to deconvolute the two spectra, a background s ubtraction 

Was first performed in the Cr peak region by extrapolating from 

data at higher energies as shown in Figure 6 . 2. This background 

Was subtracted from data near the Cr peak in the center of the 

figure. The resulting peak was fit to a Guassian and the peak 

height intensity was determined in the usual manner. The peak 

height derived from t his fit was in turn used to establish the 

high ene r gy asymptotic region of an asymmetric logistic 

function of the type described in Chapter IV. The lower energy 

side of the Cr spectral peak was then fit to the logistic 

function (upper solid line) using points on both sides of the 

small oxygen peak seen in the far left side of the figure. As 

can be seen, the asymmetric logistic fit characterizes this 

region well, allowing a reproducible subtraction of the Cr 

spectrum from under the over l app ing oxygen peak. After 

background subtraction, the deconvoluted small oxygen peak can 

be readily fit to a Gaussian function and its peak height 

intensity determined. The software was designed to 

automat ically perform the analysis on successive Cr and O Auger 

spectra without operator intervention. A computer generated 

depth profile for a Cr/Cr O multilayered structure performed 

2 3 

at 1-ke V Ar+ ion bombardment is shown in Figure 6 . 3. 

The evaluation proc edure for each depth profile, of the 

types shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.3, is based on the series of 
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assumptions and simplifications listed below. Some of these are 

quite widely accepted and will not be dealt with in detail 

while others will be given more extensive description . 

1. The sum of the fractional concentrations of silver 

1 (6.1) 

i.e. there is no third component in this sample. The nickel 

layers are thick enough to reach 100% Ni in the middle of these 

layers, thus the maximal Ni Auger yields, IN. correspond to 
1,max 

cNi=l. The Ag layers are thin, thus 100% silver cannot be 

reached . The ratio of the minimal Ni Auger yields (IN .. ) in 
1,m1n 

the silver layers to their maximal values in the Ni layers 

then provides the concentration minimum of nickel in the silver 

layers. The maximal silver concentration at the same layer is 

then given by relation 

C 
Ag , max 

1 - IN. . /IN. 
1.,m1n 1,max 

(6.2) 

2. The sputtering rate of a Ag-Ni compound is a linear 

combination of the sputtering rates of Ag and Ni: 
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(6.3) 

where SMetal is the sputtering rate (run/s). In calculation of 

S, two further simplifications have been adopted: the average 

silver concentration, <c > = l/2cA and SAg= 3SN1.· (based 

Ag g,max 

on b lk d · b 1 · · ld 121 

u ens1.ties and a so ute sputtering y1.e s · The 

sputtering rate of Ni was estimated from the sputtering time 

between two silver concentration maxima and the thicknesses of 

the layers. 

3. The thickness of the Ag layers (dAg) can be determined 

from the area under the Ag peak, arrived at through numerical 

integration using Reimann sums; a value of dAg - 3.7 + 0.6 run 

Was obtained in this way. 

4. Each individual depth profile of a given single Ag 

layer is analyzed independently. Each such depth profile 

resembles a Gaussian in shape but is asymmetric, having a 

steeper slope at earlier sputtering times. We propose that each 

of these Ag profiles is the result of the superposition of a 

Gaussian (symmetric) and a RED (asymmetric) profile. The width 

of the Gaussian is determined mainly by surface roughness, 

although a small contribution from other factors is not 

excluded. One such contribution is the thickness of the Ag 

layer, another is the escape depth of Auger electrons, a third 

is interface broadening due to cascade mixing, and a fourth is 
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that due to thermal diffusion. Since Monte Carlo computer 

simulations of ion bombardment on multicomponent systems 81 tend 

to show that the contributions from these factors are small and 

since there are no grounds to suggest that the surface 

roughness distribution is anything other than normal, our 

assumption is that all these combined factors yield a Gaussian 

depth profile shape: 

C 
(6.4) 

where c depends on the total number of the Ag atoms per 

0 

surface area in that single silver layer, z is the depth 

coordinate, directed perpendicular to the surface, and z
0 

is 

the depth of the center of the Ag layer. According to the 

assumptions made so far, 

(6.5) 

where 6zr, 6zc and 6zd are the contributions of surface 

roughness, cascade mixing, and thermal diffusion, respectively, 

and 1 is the inelastic mean free path of Auger electrons. 

e 

ii. The RED model 
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The RED process takes place during the time of sputter

depth profiling, but physically outside the actual collision 

cascade. 

Furthermore, we assume that RED starts when the sputtered 

surface is at a distance of z
0 

from the Ag layer (c.f. Figure 

6
-4), and it continues at a constant rate after that. This will 

lead, according to standard diffusion theory for a planar 

source of negligible thickness at z
0

, to a profile described by 

the equationl22: 

C -
-1/2 2 l 

c (4Dt) exp[-(z-z) /4Dt 
0 

0 

(6.6) 

where Dis the diffusion coefficient and tis the diffusion 

time. Time tis related to depth z, according to the above 

definition for z by 
0 

z = St 
( 6. 7) 

Where Sis the sputtering rate of the ion beam through the 

sample. Note that the time tis not the "laboratory time" tL 

indicated in the abscissa of depth profiles (c.f. Fig 6.1), but 

is calculated for each Ag layer separately. 

Figure 6.4 may help to illustrate the model postulated 

here. The defect concentration, d, introduced into the target 
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by ion bombardment is a function of depth. It is taken to be 

equa l to zero when the bombardment has just started (a) and 

remains Oas long as the distance between the Ag layer and the 

sputtered surface is greater than z (b). Starting at z<z 
o o' 

both the defect concentration and the diffusion rate Dare 

taken to be constant in depth (c). The diffusion is only 

terminated after the Ag atoms are sputtered away (d). This 

Picture is very much simplified and leads to some averaged 

''effective" diffusion rate, since the actual diffusion rate is 

Varying in time and space . 

Combining equations 6.4 and 6.6, and taking into account 

6 -7, we obtain an equation which describes the measured depth 

profiles: 

C -

(6.8) 

Depth profi l es, containing c vs tL information, are used in a 

computer fitting program to calculate c
0

, D, ~zR, and z
0

, as 

Well as a background for c. This equation can be used to obtain 

very precise fits to the asymmetric Ag-layer sputte r depth 

Profi les; a n example of such a fit is shown in Figure 6 . 5. The 

solid line passing through the data points (*) represents a 

linear least squares fit to eq. 6.8. The solid jagged line on 

the zero axis under the peak represents the Y(obs)-Y(calc) 

Values provided by the fit . As can be seen, these values 
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appear to be randomly scattered indicating that there are no 

discernible modeling errors associated with the fit . 

The asymmetry exhibited in this figure tends to indicate 

that the observed diffusion process is biased preferentially in 

the direction opposite that of the incoming ion beam. This is 

a n illusion, however, that can be understood in terms of the 

model described above. As the surface is successively sputtered 

away, the defects created by the beam in the Ag layer can only 

diffuse inward into the sample, as the outer layers have been 

removed. As the beam cuts through the Ag layer and into the Ni 

layer, diffused defect Ag atom interstitials are detected by 

the Auger analysis in greater concentration than in the pre-Ag 

layer region. Thus, the defect gradient diffusion process 

itself is not inherently asymmetric; instead, the asymmetry of 

the profiles is an artifact due to the destructive analysis 

(sputtering) process. 

iii. The calculation procedure 

The model described in sections i. and ii. allows us to 

calculate interface broadening values for each Ag layer 

sputtered through. In this procedure we first calculate the 

sputtering rate, s. Then the maximal Ag concentration and the 

thickness of the Ag layer are obtained. At this point, we 

determine z as the distance between the depth where the Ag 

0 
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concentration starts to increase to the Ag l ayer itself. In 

the present study, we used values around 16 nm and 20 nm for z 

at 1-keV and 4-keV bombardment, respectively. Then, equation 

0 

6.8 is used to fit the experimental depth profile and c
0

, D and 

6zR are determined from the fit. 

The profiles are characterized using a highly specialized 

linear least squares fitting routine designed especially for 

this equation. This program is capable of making its own 

initial guesses, of eliminating outlying data points, of 

Producing both symmetric and asymmetric Gaussian fits, and of 

fitting real data entirely without operator intervention or 

assistance. 

The program makes its initial guesses by first searching 

through the profile data to determine the maximum peak data 

point employing a simple bubble sort algorithm. The position of 

this point is used as an initial guess for the z value, while 
0 

its intensity is used as an initial guess for the quantity 

C0 (4Dt+6zR). Equation 6.8 is then linearized by taking the 

logarithm of both sides and fitting the resultant equation to a 

second order polynomial using the data points in the peak 

region. As a first approximation, the value for Dis held fixed 

at zero, yielding a symmetric Gaussian equation. The values of 

the coefficients of the linearized fit together with the 

initial guess values determined from the maximum peak point to 

Provide initial guesses for the four parameters C
0

,z
6 

zR,and 
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t 0 , an offset parameter to adjust the time scale for each 

profile separately. The value of Sis calcul ated from known 

layer depths and sputtering times and is entered as an input to 

the program. These initial guesses are then used as starting 

Values for the specialized Gaussian fitting routine which 

performs a linear least squares symmetric fit, eliminating 

severe outliers and reperforming the fit until convergence is 

obtained. 

This program employs the subroutine ORTHO, described in 

Chapter IV, to perform a Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization 

procedure on the corrections to the coefficients. To provide 

these corrections, derivatives of equation 6.8 with respect to 

each of its parameters were taken by hand and coded directly 

into the program. When convergence is reached for the symmetric 

fit of a given profile, the resultant parameters are then used 

as inputs to a second cycle of the program which allows D to 

vary, producing, after further outlier elimination and 

convergence, a set of values, with uncertainties, for each of 

the seven parameters used in the asymmetric Gaussian equation, 

including a linear background region. 

The interface broadening due to surface roughness, 6z 
r 

is then obtained from equation 6.5. Here 1 
e 

0.8 nm (Ag at 375 

ev 123) 
V l f A 

was used for all measurements . a ues o uz for 
C 

various sputtering ions and energies are available from 

81 

calculations based on Monte-Carlo methods . The values used 
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here are 2 run for E - 1 keV and 4 nm for E ~ 4 keV 

p 
p 

bombardment. The thermal interdiffusion in the Ag/Ni system is 

probably very small due to the low solubility of silver in 

nickel 
124

. Thus 1 d · h 1 1 

6zd is neg ecte int e present ca cu ations. 

The full interface widths obtained in our measurements 

includes a part due to RED. This part can be characterized by 

the quantity 

(6.9) 

the "diffusion interface width" which plays an analogous role 

With 6zR in equation 6.8 fort= z
0
/S, i.e. for the time when 

the measure ment approaches the silver layer. 

Q_, Results and Discussion 

i. The interface broadening 

Examples of measurement results obtained for Ag/Ni 

samples using 1-keV and 4-keV bombarding ion energies are 

summarized in Table 6.1. The surface roughness contribution to 

the interface broadening is given both as results of 

calculations outlined in the previous section (under the label 

"from AES") and as obtained from light scattering measurements. 

The diffusion contribution to broadening is included also in 
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Table 6. 1. 

Profile Broadening as a Function of Depth 

Energy layer/depth 

[nm]=(8Dz / S)l/2 
0 

[keVJ [run) 

t:,,z [run] 
r 

from AES fro m light 

scattering 

---------- ---- -- --------------- - -------- - -------------------

1 1 50 7 .4 4.9 6 .0 

2 100 
9.7 

3 150 9.3 11. 8 7.3 

4 200 11.0 12.9 7.7 

5 250 13. 6 13. 8 7.3 

- - - - --------------------------------------------------------------

4 1 50 11. 9 10.1 14.8 

2 100 14.8 15.1 15 .6 

3 150 18.0 17 .4 13 . 2 

4 200 15.5 18.8 13 .1 

5 25 0 19.8 19.4 9.8 

-------------- --- ------------------------------------ ------------
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the last column of this table. While the broadening ascribed to 

surface roughness increases with depth, the broadening due to 

diffusion remains constant (with a considerable scatter of 

data), as expected. While it is clear that values calculated 

from AES depth profiles as well as those obtained from the 

light scattering measurement are subject to substantial 

scatter, the fine agreement of most of the 62 values is 
r 

encourag ing . 

Depth profiles of Cr/Cr
2
o3 

samples exhibit similar 

interface broadening with increased sputtered depth as can be 

seen in Figure 6.3. Though the asymmetry of these profiles 

appears to increase also as a function of depth, the absolute o 

values tended remain constant to within experimental 

uncertainty as successive layers were sputtered. 

Examples of interface broadening at hi gh temperatures are 

exhibited in Figs. 6.6-6.8. Figure 6.6 shows a depth profile of 

Ag/Ni at 4-kev ion bombardment performed at 102°c. This profile 

is very similar to the profile of Figure 6.1, taken at room 

0 

temperature. The profile shown in Figure 6.7 taken at 171 C, 

however, is markedly different. As can be seen, the Ag profiles 

are very sharp in comparison to those taken at 102°C and at 

room temperature. Moreover, the asymmetry of these profiles is 

reversed, ie. the Gaussian shapes characterizing the Ag layer 

regions are skewed in the opposite direction, with the 

following edge of each profile now more a brupt than the leading 
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one. At 521°c, this situation again changes and the profiles 

start to exhibit more pronounced broadening as can be seen from 

Figure 6.8. The effect at this temperature is most probably due 

to a thermal diffusion process. 

The results of the temperature dependent broadening are 

summarized in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. Table 6.2 displays the 

symmetric interface broadening, ZR determined from the fitting 

analysis, obtained for successive Ag layer profiles, i.e. 

moving across the table from left to right, at the different 

temperatures investigated in this study. As can be seen from 

this figure, the interfaces tended to broaden symmetrically as 

successive layers were sputtered for the profiles taken at 

26°c and at 102°c. However, in the temperature range between 

120°c and Jso
0 c, the interfaces do not show significant 

increase in broadening with sputtered depth, but instead stay 

roughly the same to within experimental uncertainty, which is 1 

- 2 nm for these values. 

For a given layer, the symmetric interface broadening 

decreases as we proceed to higher temperatures, i.e. moving 

down Table 6.2, eventually leveling off in the region between 

l20°c and Jso
0 c at about 10 nanometers, and finally increasing 

again at s21°c. These results display an optimum temperature 

at which broadening is minimized, suggesting that two or more 

competing processes are at work, each acting to greater or 
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Table 6.2 

Symmetric Interface Broadening with Temperature 

ZR (nm) 

La yer Numb e r 

1 2 3 4 5 
Temp 

26°c 8 . 8 12.7 16.3 20.8 25.5 

102°c 10 . 8 11 . 6 15.5 19 . 6 20 . 6 

137°c 9 . 1 11 . 1 10 . 7 11. 7 13.9 

171 °c 9 . 4 10 . 1 9.7 10 . 0 10. 6 

221°c 8 . 4 9 .7 10 . 0 10.3 11. 2 

330°c 8.6 9. 0 10 . 3 10.8 13 . 8 

521°c 13.9 16 . 4 20.5 
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Table 6.3 

Diffusional Broadening with Temperature 

z0
-(8Dz

0
/S) 1/ 2 (nm) 

Layer 

1 2 3 4 5 

Tem2 

26°c 13 . 4 15.9 16.5 14.0 3.7 

102°c 9.6 10.9 10.7 12.0 6.8 

137°c 5.9 -4.0 -7.7 -9. 0 -7 . 6 

171°c -0.9 -8.7 -6.6 0.0 -5.5 

221°c -6 . 9 -9.1 0.0 0.0 -7.9 

33o0 c -7.0 -5.7 -5.1 -8.7 -3.1 

521°c -9 . 3 13.4 0.4 
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l e sser effect depending on the temperature regime. 

Table 6.3 is a compilation of the diffusion inte rfac e 

wi dths, characterized by equation 6.9 and calcul a ted by the 

fitting program, for the temperature dependent profil e s 

a rranged by layer and by t emperature . Zero values for 6Z in 
D 

Table 6 . 3 indicate that an a symmetric Gaussian sha pe could not 

be fitted to these profiles; a symmetric fit was used instea d 

holding D fixed at zero. Except for the fifth layer, the 

diffusional broadening remains consta nt to within experimental 

e rror for succe s sive l ayers in each of the first two 

t e mperature profiles. Notice that as the temperature increases 

for a given layer, its diffusional broadening lessens , a 

surprising result for a diffusion related process . This 

Phenomenon is exhibited in Figure 6.9, which shows plots of 

diffusional broadening (profile asymmetry) as a function of 

temperature for the first three Ag layers of the sample. As can 

be seen in this figure, there is a sharp transition region at 

121°c and above this temperature the broadening values are 

negative, i.e . the asymmetry of the profiles has reve rsed 

direction as mentioned above. The negative 6ZD values do not 

have physical meaning in the sense that they represent 

"negative diffusion broadening," but are instead artifa cts of 

the fitting program indicative of unknown physical processes 

tending to skew the profiles shapes in temperature regimes 
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where the radiation enhanced diffusion has subsided . One 

explanation for this effect, however, ma y be that lattice 

damage due to the incident radiation facilitates the diffusion 

of displaced Ag atoms preferentially towards the surface , an 

effect that is masked by RED at lower temperatures. At s21°c, 

the diffusional asymmetry of the profiles is observed to 

increase significantly, indicating the onset of substantial 

thermal diffusion in this region. 

ii. Diffusion rates 

Diffusion coefficients obtained from experimental depth 

profiles of Ag, using equation 6.8 to fit the data, are plotted 

in Figure 6.10 as a function of sputtering rates SNi ' Results 

obtained with both 1-keV and 4-keV sputtering energies, E ' p 

well described by the linear equations: 

and 

(E = 1 - keV) 
p 

( 6.10) 

( 6.11 ) 

are 
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Figure 6.10 Plot of diffusion rate versus sputtering rate for 

both 1-keV and 4-keV incident ions. Each point corresponds to 

one profile, ie. five interface layers. The solid lines 

represent least squares fits to a linear equation. 
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where Dis in cm
2
/s and SNi is in nm/s. In Figure 6.10, data 

obtained in the same sputter profile (constant sputtering rate) 

from a number of Ag layers at different depths are shown as a 

single point, with an error bar corresponding to the scatter of 

the sputtering rate and diffusion rate of the various layers. 

The diffusion rates are plotted against the sputtering rates 

rather than against current densities, as the latter are not 

easily measurable . In discussion of the results summmarized in 

Figure 6.10 we will assume however that sputtering rates are 

proportional to current densities for any given energy of 

bombarding ions. Thus, equations 6.10 and 6.11 describe linear 

dependences of the measured diffusion rates on the ion beam 

current density or, i n other words, on the number of primary 

ions incident on the sample surface in unit area and unit time. 

The quality of the data presented in Figure 6 . 10 does not allow 

us to tell unambiguously whether the small D(O) values (which 

correspond to a linear extrapolation of SNi to zero, about 1 . 3 

-17 2 
x 10 cm /s) are real or are due to measurement errors. 

Nevertheless, we will assume that, within the accuracy of our 

model, the RED rates are essentially proportional to the 

sputtering rates. For comparison purposes, the diffusion 

coefficient of the grain boundary diffusion of Ag in Ni 

125 . b D 3 3 

extrapolated from high temperature data is a out b - . x 
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-19 2 o 
10 cm/sat 300 K, a value considerably smaller than 

obtained here for the RED rate . 

As mentioned in the introduction, RIS measurements have 

been carried out on similar Ag/Ni samples under similar 

sputtering conditions
99

. The RIS rates, k, determined in those 

experiments were found to be quite linear with the subsurface 

-3 1 

concentration of Ag and were found to be k
1 

- 2 . 8 x 10 s-

and k4 = 1.2 x 10- 2 s-l for 5% Ag and for 1-keV and 4-keV 

bombardment, respectively. Assuming that RED is the rate 

determining factor in the segregation kinetics, one can 

determine the segregation rate from the diffusion rate 

according to a simple relation that expresses that the 

segregation rate as the number of atoms in the source of the 

diffusion multiplied by the diffusion coefficient: 

(6.12) 

where c is the fractional concentration and NML is the number 

15 -2 

of atoms in a monolayer (for Ag, NML - 1 . 2 x 10 cm ) . With 

-17 2 

the above segregation rates we obtain D1 
- 4.7 x 10 cm /s 

and D - 1.9 x 10- 16 cm2/s, respectively. (The sputtering rates 

4 

3 
-2 

were SNi ~ 7 x 10- nm/sand SNi - 3.1 x 10 nm/s for 1-keV 
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and 4-keV ions, respectively.) These diffusion coefficients . 
although obtained from a completely different experimental 

approach and measurement, are in reasonable agreement with 

those obtained in the present study; differences may stem from 

the fact that the segregation rates are determined with no ion 

sputtering during the diffusion. 

Very little reliable data exists for the sputtering yield 

of Ni at 1-keV Ar+ bombardment, and no data are available at 4-

keV. Therefore, the following calculations are of limited 

accuracy but are probably good estimates. Taking YNi,l ~ 2.16 

atoms/ion
32 

, for 1-keV and assuming that YNi, 4 - 2YNi 1 
for 4 -

keV, one can calculate the conversion factors between the 

sputtering rates and the current densities. This leads to the 

following expressions for the diffusion coefficients, based on 

equations 6.10 and 6.11: 

and 

-31 
D - 6.4 X 10 V 

-30 
D - 6.6 x 10 v 

(E - 1-keV) 
p 

(E = 4-keV) 
p 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

2 
where Dis again in cm /s, and vis the ion impact density in 

. 2 
ions/cm s. 
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A similar characterization of the temperature dependence 

of Dis not straightforward. Typically, for a diffusion 

controlled process D varies with temperature according to the 

r 1 . 110 
e a t1on 

D D e x p ( -Q/ kT) 
0 

(6.15) 

where Q is the activation energy, Em is the migration energy of 

the Ag atoms responsible for the diffusion, and Bis the 

binding energy of the defect complexes, discussed below. In the 

usual case , ln Dis plotted against 1/T to provide a value f o r 

the slope -Q / k . Such a plot is shown in Figure 6.11 . The value 

of slope Q/ k, determined from a least square s fit (the 

dashedline in Figure 6.11), yields a value for the activation 

energy Q of 0.07 eV. However, it is not possible to further 

separate this energy into its component parts, i.e . the 

migration energy E , or the binding energy, B, of defect 

m 

complexes . Instead, Q provides an upper limit on the value of 

the defect binding energy. 

E. Theory and Discussion 
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The microscopic theory of radiation enhanced diffusion in 

solids has been described by Dienes and Damask110 . According to 

this theory, the mechanism for diffusion is the migration of 

defects created by ion irradiation. Such defects may be either 

point defects, atomic crystal lattice vacancies or 

interstitials, or complex defects, combinations of homogeneous 

or inhomogeneous point defects. Defects can disappear or anneal 

through two primary mechanisms , recombination and migration to 

sinks. Simple recombination may occur between an atomic vacancy 

and its geminate interstitial, thus eliminating both defects, 

or an interstitial or vacancy may migrate until it finds a 

vacancy or interstitial with which it can anneal. Vacancies, 

interstitials, and clusters may also disappear through 

migration to sinks, the simplest of which is the external 

surface of the crystal. In real crystals, however, there exist 

internal surfaces such as grain boundaries and dislocations, 

which are capable of trapping and annealing defects. In 

general, vacancies tend to be trapped at dislocation or 

boundary regions of compression and interstitials are trapped 

at regions of dilation . According to Bardeen and Herring
126 , 

crystal dislocations are equivalent to free surfaces with 

respect to their ability to anneal defects. 

For the case in which the ion beam current density and 

consequent defect generation rate are constant and in which the 

primary mechanism of defect annihilation is through random walk 

migrations to sinks, the annealing process has a time 
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dependence equivalent to that of a first order chemical 

reaction, 

dn/dt - -Kn 
(6 . 16) 

where n is the number of defects remaining in the metal and K 

is a constant rate of defect concentration production. The rate 

of the radiation enhanced diffusion is then given by 

D = 
(6.17) 

where Risa geometrical constant that depends on the location 

and shape of the sinks where defects annihilate, £Ag and fd are 

the jump frequencies of Ag atoms and defects, respectively, and 

AAg and Ad are the jump distances. This expression for the 

diffusion rate does not include any contribution from thermal 

processes which, at room temperature, are known to be quite 

small . 

The defect production rate for a given ion bombardment 

energy should be proportional to the bombarding ion current 

de nsity, assuming the defects are produced by ion bombardment 

and each ion impact can be considered as an individual event . 

In the present experiments, sufficiently low current densities 

were used (<<l mA/cm
2 ) so that this requirement was fulfill e d 
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and indeed a linear relationship has been found to exist 

between the diffusion rate observed and the incident ion be a m 

current density . If Yd is the number of defects produced per 

impinging ion, then 

K YdvV /z 
at o 

(6.18) 

where V is the atomic volume of the target atom and z is the 

at 
o 

total depth altered by defects as defined in context with 

equation 6 . 6 . The following considerations will be aimed at 

the assessment of Yd, the number of defects produced per 

primary ion, because there are some data available concerning 

this quantity. Combining equations 6.17 and 6.18 one obtains 

y = 
d 

where D/v z and V are now known quantities. 

' o' at 

(6.19) 

The defect annihilation m~chanism is not expected to 

depend on the energy and/or density of the primary ions, 

provided that it does not involve the recombination of defects 

With each other which would require the annealing process to be 

described by a second-order differential equation. The linear 

relationship between the sputtering rates and the RED rates 
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makes it possible to exclude this recombination mechanism. 

Since there are no data available for f and\ values, it is 

reasonable to initially assume that fAg=fv and \Ag-\V. There 

is wide latitude in estimating R. Let us assume as described by 

the theory of Dienes and Damask, that defects are annihilated 

at grain boundaries, and that grain boundaries can be 

represented simply by spheres, each with a radius of r=4nm. 

Then it is clear that by diffusion point defects should not be 

able to migrate beyond 4-5 nm from the point of their 

production by Ar ions. Yet ranges of up to 15 nm have been 

observed in this experiment . Furthermore, the above estimates 

for the metallic grain boundary size and structure can be used 

to calculate the geometrical constant R in the Damask theory 

2 2 13 - 2 

which is given by R = rr /r ~ 6.2 x 10 cm . Using these 

values, a time constant of 

60 s (6.20) 

-16 2 

would follow for D - 2.5 x 10 cm /s. This value agrees well 

. h 
/ 1 ·1 

99 · h" h 

wit a previous measurement on Ag Ni mu t1 ayers , 1n w 1c 

processes generated by ion bombardment were observed to result 

in segregation time constants on the order of minutes. If 

indeed the defect annihilation time, t
0

, were approximately 

equal to the segregation time constant, then one would expect 
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to see deviations from first order kinetic behavior. Such 

deviations are not observed, indicating that the defects 

involved in RED, described here , are annealed more slowly . 

These considerations lead to the postulation that the observed 

radiation enhanced diffusion is not in fact due to the 

migration of point defects, i.e. simple vacancies or 

interstitials, but rather to defect complexes, possibly 

associated with trapped Ar atoms . Ar atoms are a likely source 

mechanism for the long range diffusion observed here since, due 

to their inertness, they tend to be unaffected by the lattice 

structure of the crystal and are known to diffuse over long 

ranges in metallic crystalline structures. Simple point defects 

are likely to encounter implanted Ar impurity atoms during 

their random migrations and can become bound to these 

impurities to form complexes provided there is a positive 

binding energy between them. Such complexes would probably not 

easily be annealed due to their large size and higher 

activation energies of motion. The primary mechanism for 

annealing of such clusters would likely be through their 

dispersion into simpler and more mobile point defects followed 

by subsequent annealing of the point defects themselves . 

As it appears that segregation time constants are 

significantly shorter than reasonable defect annihilation 

times, it is not unreasonable to assume that defects are 

migrating to sinks more slowly than silver atoms, implying that 

fd<<fAg· In order to obtain a numerical assessment of the 
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number of defects produced by an impinging ion (Yd), it is 

necessary to make an assumption concerning the above jump 

frequency ratio and as a first estimate one may suppose the 

frequencies to differ by an order of magnitude, i.e. fAg - 10 x 

fd, while retaining the belief that the jump distances are 

equivalent . From the experimental data, the following values 

for Yd are obtained: Yld = 0 . 38 defect/ion (1-keV) and Y
4

d = 

4.8 defect/ion (4-keV). These estimated Yd are based on the 

assumption that the Ag diffusion is related to the production 

of complex defects whose annealing time constants are long 

compared to that of the point defects; consequently these point 

defects do not contribute to the observed diffusion rates. 

Athough no experimental values exist for Yd in Ag/Ni, results 

obtained by computer simulation techniques do exist for solids 

bombarded by keV ions and indicate that our values of Yd are 

considerably lower, generally speaking, by an order of 

m • d 114,127 h i 1 . h d 

agnitu e . T ese s mu ations, owever, are concerne 

primarily with the generation of point defects, which would be 

expected to be produced in greater numbers than cluster 

defects, which are themselves composed of several or many point 

defects . Furthermore, our experimental values for the range of 

radiation damage playing role in RED (z) far exceed the mean 
0 

values of the depth distribution of defects obtained in 

computer simulation calculations, lending further support to 
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the view that complex rather than point defects are responsible 

for the observed enhanced diffusion. 

The experimental investigation into the temperature 

dependence of diffusion in the Ag/Ni system also is consistent 

with the model described above . First, it allows us to exclude 

simple thermal diffusion as the primary mechansim for the 

observed interface broadening since thermal diffusion would be 

expected to increase with increasing temperature according to 

equation 6.15 . However, the interface widths decrease 

sharply as the temperature is increased over 120°c . This 

phenomenon indicates that thermal diffusion is not the primary 

diffusion mechanism at or slightly above room temperature . 

Thermal diffusion does, however, become significant as the 

samples are heated to higher temperatures in the region near 

0 
520 C, as can be seen in Figure 6.8. 

Thermodynamically, the equilibrium point defect 

concentration in a crystal follows a simple relation derived 

f . l 'd . 110 
rom entropica consi erations 

IN -Q/kT 
n = e 

(6.21) 

where n is the number of defects, N is the number of lattice 

sites in the crystal, and Q is the activation energy for a 

single point defect . Therefore, as the temperature rises, the 

atomic fraction of point defects in the cry stal should 
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increase. Further, as the temperature increases, it becomes 

slightly easier for a bombarding Ar ion to displace an atom 

from its lattice site since the atom posseses a higher 

vibrational energy, consequently creating a larger number of 

defects for a given ion impact energy. Lastly, it is known that 

the range of defects tends to increase with increasing 

t e llO I · h f . . h h 

mperature . tis t ere ore surprising tat t e interface 

widths become sharper as the sample is heated, considering that 

we expect more defects to be created and for them to have a 

longer range. 

Competing with defect generation effects, however, are 

temperature dependent annealing effects as well as 

topographical reduction effects associated with enhanced 

surface diffusion at higher temperatures. Many point defects 

created by ion bombardment are actually closely separated 

geminate vacancy-interstitial pairs . The recombination of such 

pairs is determined by a first order kinetic equation since the 

defects do not have to migrate or interact with other 

separately generated defects to recombine. As the temperature 

increases, interstitals combine with their near neighbor 

geminate vacancies as the activation energy for this process is 

reached. Clearly, geminate defect pairs that recombine quickly 

enough are not able to form complexes with Ar atoms encountered 

through migration. Furthermore, higher temperatures may provide 

sufficient energy to disperse the Ar atom anchored defect 

complexes responsible for the observed RED . At present , it is 
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not possible to distinguish between these two annealing 

processes at elevated temperatures. 

An alternative model for the radiation enhanced diffusion 

process would involve the migration of Ag atoms over pathways 

formed by complex defects generated through ion bombardment. In 

this model, complex defects themselves do not diffuse, but 

instead act as channels or conveyors for diffusing silver 

atoms. RED would still be expected to disappear in this model 

when the activation energy for complex defect dispersal has 

been reached at elevated temperatures .. 

As described earlier, topographical development is known 

to contribute to the interface broadening observed in our 

profiles. As the temperature is increased, the rate of surface 

diffusion is likewise increased. This diffusion could well be 

responsible for the erosion of the surface microstructures 

observed at room temperatures, consequently causing lower 

symmetric broadening values to be observed in our depth 

profiles at high temperatures. The phenomenon of enhanced 

surface diffusion leading to reduced surface microstructure at 

elevated temperatures has in fact previously been reported by 

128 
Kuhlen and Jager in a study of silver layers evaporated onto 

polycrystalline copper substrates. Together, the dual effects 

of increased defect annealing and of enhanced surface diffusion 

causing microstructure attenuation are probably responsible for 

the observed sharpening of interface profiles at elevated 

temperatures . 
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The sharp drop in diffusion coefficients occuring between 

102°c and 137°c is indicative of a transition. If this 

transition is taken to occur at 120°C, it would correspond to 

a n energy of 3kT, or about 0.1 eV, imparted to each atom in the 

crystal . It may be that this energy, per point defect, is 

sufficient to disperse the defect complexes likely responsible 

for RED. At any rate, this observed transition behaviour can 

be described mathematically using Maxwell-Boltzmann 

statistics, as is shown in equation 6.15. This mathematical 

model takes into account the various competing processes of ion 

induced defect annealing and of enhanced thermal diffusion as 

the temperature is varied, assuming that these processes are 

sufficient in themselves to account for the observed 

temperature dependence. 

F. Summary 

Radiation enhanced diffusion measurements have been 

carried out by Auger sputter depth profiling of Ni / Ag 

multilayered thin-film structures in order to determine the 

effect of room temperature RED on the interface broadening in 

sputter depth profile measurements . The interface broadening 

observed is determined by a number of factors, the main two 

being roughening and RED in the case of this system. These two 

factors were found to be separable using the assumption that 
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roughness leads to symmetric profile shape, while asymmetry is 

caused by diffusion . This concept is confirmed by interface 

broadening results which increase with depth (for subsequent Ag 

layers) for surface roughness, but remain independent of depth 

for diffusion (c . f . Table I). The fact that depth profiles of 

Cr/Cr2o3 
multilayered thin film structures exhibit similar 

broadening effects, demonstrates that the observed processes 

are not unique to the sputtering of the Ag/Ni system. 

Effective diffusion rates were determined for primary ion 

energies 1-keV and 4-keV as 1 . 22 x 10-
17+ 1.75 x lo- 15 SNi 

2 -17 -15 2 

[cm /s ] and 1 . 35 x 10 + 9.75 xl0 SNi[cm /s], 

respectively, where SNi is the sputtering rate [nm/s]. These 

va l ues are substantially higher than the grain boundary 

diffusivity of Ag in Ni at room temperature and are in 

acceptab le agreement with RIS rates determined in previous 

experiments. Defect comp l exes, rather than point defects are 

likely to play important role in RED. It is important to note 

that the range of the RED process (i . e. the range of the 

defect s responsible for it) is considerably higher than the 

range o f the ion mixing. 

Temperature dependence experiments demonstrate that 

thermal diffusion was clearly not the primary mechansim for the 

diffusion at low temperatures . Further, the fact that 

interfaces became sharper as the temperature was raised 

indicated that defects responsible for the RED process tended 
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to be dispersed or annealed out at relatively low temperatures, 

about 120 °c. 

Beyond the particular findings concerning the Ni/Ag and 

Cr/ Cr2
o3 

systems, our study suggests that RED may contribute 

substantially to interface broadening in some multicomponent 

systems with relatively low activation energies of diffusion. 

It is likely that radiation enhanced diffusion generally takes 

place in many other systems , especially when high current 

densities are used for depth profiling , being more like a rule, 

than an exception. 
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VII. CUMULATIVE SUMMARY 

A summary of results is presented here along with 

possible avenues for future research stemming from this work. 

The first chapters presented results of Monte Carlo code 

simulations of the sputtering process using the program EVOLVE, 

developed at the University of Maryland. Contours of constant 

recoil production density were observed to depend in shape on 

both the angle of incidence and energy of the bombarding ion 

beam . The generation method of segregating recoil groups was 

applied to demonstrate a number of significant features of the 

collision cascade. It is concluded from this study that the 

recoil activity grows in size and tends to move away from the 

target surface with increasing time. It is further concluded 

that the majority of sputtered atoms originate from early 

generations and are produced from sites in relative close 

proximity to the entry point of the incident bombarding ion. 

This study raises the possibility of a drop in the local 

potential binding energy, a parameter of well known importance 

to the sputtering yield. 

The results of computer code simulations of ion 

bombardment of a Ga-In eutectic alloy were presented in Chapter 

II. A depth dependent displacement energy model was introduced 

and shown to produce results in good agreement with 

experimentally measured sputtering yields. It is noted from 
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this study that angular distributions of sputtered particles 

tend to exhibit increasingly peaked angular exit directions 

with increasing depth of origin. A future direction of 

investigation would be to evaluate angular sputtering yield 

distributions as a function of the incident angle of the 

bombarding ion beam for comparison to experimental results for 

varying angles of incidence. This information would be useful 

to researchers performing laser induced ionization studies of 

velocity distributions of sputtered atoms. 

Chapter IV described the use of the program LOGIT for 

the parameterization of the sputter depth profile interface 

region of thin film multilayered structures. The LOGIT program 

was shown to be both accurate and reliable in the 

characterization of real experimental depth profiles. Use of 

the logistic function to parameterize an error function 

demonstrates that it is not possible to distinguish between the 

logistic function and the error function at our current level 

of experimental accuracy. The statistics assocciated with the 

fits returned by this program have permitted the verifiable 

identification of trends associated with the data for a given 

multilayered depth profile structure. These trends are the 

exhibition of increasing interface broadening with sputtered 

depth and the constancy of profile asymmetry as deeper 

interface regions are profiled. Use of the LOGIT program has 

allowed the successful intercomparison on sputter depth profile 

data made under varying experimental conditions. 
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A future area of investigation for LOGIT would be the 

comparison of profiles done under the same experimental 

conditions, but employing different materials. Another avenue 

for future research would be the comparison of the degree of 

profile asymmetry under varying experimental conditions on a 

uniform target sample. A uniform, consistent set of such 

measurements might help to relate the asymmetry parameters 

given by LOGIT to possible causitive physical processes such as 

radiation induced diffusion or cascade mixing. LOGIT may also 

be successfully employed in the comparison of experimental 

depth profiles to Monte Carlo computer simulations of ion 

bombardment of multilayered thin film structures. 

In Chapter V, a systematic evaluation of the effect of 

ion bombardment parameters on the interface resolution versus 

depth of sputter profiles has been presented . This evaluation 

was performed in a consistent manner on a uniform set of 

multilayered thin film structures using the same materials 

under varying experimental conditions . Parameters investigate d 

included : ion energy, angle of incidence, and current density . 

This study demonstrates that the extent of interface broadening 

depends not only on the elemental composition of the sample 

used, but also on the experimental conditions under which 

sputtering is conducted. An explanation for the broadening is 

given in terms of physical processes believed to occur during 

the sputtering process. This study concludes that optimization 
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of interface depth resolution can be achieved through variance 

of the conditions of profiling. 

It would be of interest in a future experiment to vary 

the experimental conditions of the sample itself during the 

sputtering process. The generation of a consistent set of 

metal/metal interface profiles performed while rotating the 

target or heating it to elevated temperatures would be of 

considerable use in elucidating the mechanisms and processes 

which occur during sputtering. 

A study of radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) in a Ag/ Ni 

multilayered system was introduced in Chapter VI . This study 

employed the use of an asymmetric Gaussian equation to model 

the broadening of the Ag marker layer during the ion 

bombardment process . The quality of the fit of this equation to 

the experimental depth profile data demonstrates the accuracy 

of this model. Fits to this equation allow the deconvolution of 

the symmetric interface broadening from the asymmetric 

interface broadening. Through comparison to light scattering 

experiments it was demonstrated that the symmetric broadening 

is due to the development of surface topography. Plots of the 

diffusion coefficient obtained from the fits versus the ion 

current density under which the samples were bombarded 

demonstrate a linear relationship between defect production 

rate and diffusion coefficient as expected from the theory of 

microscopic diffusion. 
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Chapter VI also includes a study of the effect of sample 

temperature on the interface profile width. This investigation 

attests to a significant decrease in the profile broadening at 

elevated sample temperatures, indicating that the processes 

contributing to this broadening are either limited or 

deactivated at high temperatures. This is an important 

discovery as use of this technique will likely allow future 

improvement in the ability to resolve interface regions during 

sputter depth profiling. 

It would be of interest to perform low temperature 

sputering of the Ag/Ni samples as a further check on the 

accuracy of the microscopic model of Dienes and Damask. At low 

temperatures, defects would not be expected to diffuse rapidly 

to sinks. On the other hand, activation energies for the 

migration of Ag atoms may not be reached in this regime leading 

to the lessening or elimination of RED. It would be of interest 

to observe which of these effects predominates, and whether 

other effects come into play under these new conditions . Thus, 

low temperatu re experiments would not only help to corraborate 

old theories, but may help to provide new insights as well . 
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